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mormon bibliography 1994
ellen M copley

introduction
the mormon bibliography for 1994 is a selective bibliography
mormons and mormonism this bibliograof publications about cormons
phy concentrates on aspects of the utah based church of jesus
christ of latter day saints no attempt has been made to include
articles pertaining to other branches of the mormon community
including the reorganized church of jesus christ of latter day
saints articles are included about related organizations only when
they also touch upon the history of the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints
although every attempt has been made to include all aspects
of mormonism we have purposely excluded some types of items
for instance articles published in the official magazines of the
wen
well indexed
weli
church of jesus christ of latter day saints which are weil
by the church itself and newspaper articles are not listed here
however the individual poems short stories and other such
works from these official magazines have been retained and are
listed in the arts and literature section of the bibliography the arts
and literature section also includes every item of this kind which
was written by a mormon author the other sections and the critical essays in the arts and literature section include only articles
and books written with a specific mormon focus and theme
As do compilers of any bibliography of course we constantly
fear not knowing of a publication and therefore leaving it out
readers who know of publications that should have been included
in this mormon bibliography are asked to contact either dennis
rowley or scott duvall department of special collections and
manuscripts 4040 HBLL brigham young university provo utah
BYU
YU studies 35 no 2 1995
B
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84602
6835 in addition many items published during 1994 could
846026835
not be acquired before the publication deadline we will include
those publications in the 1995 mormon bibliography
this bibliography begins with a list of abbreviations and is
broadly organized into the following sections foreign language
journals arts and literature bibliography biography and autobiog
ography
raphy contemporary issues doctrine and scripture history
and inspiration
LIST
UST OF

abbreviations

following abbreviations are used for mormon content
periodicals and anthologies that have been analyzed by chapter

the

mormon content periodicals analyzed herein
AMCAP

AMCAP journal 20
amc1pjournal

1994 published by the association of

mormon counselors and psychotherapists salt lake city
BH
beehive history 20 1994 published annually by the utah
state historical society this issue on utahs constitution
BYM
brigham young magazine 48 1994 published quarterly
by brigham young university provo utah continues BYU
today includes feature articles news items and columns
published quarterly by
BYU studies BYU studies 34 1994 95
brigham young university provo utah issue 2 is a monograph titled hearts turned to the fathers issue 3 is a biblio
liography
graphy
CC
chronicles of courage 5 1994 published annually by
daughters of utah pioneers salt lake city
dialogue A journal of mormon thought 27 1994 pubdialogue
lished quarterly by the dialogue foundation salt lake city

utah
digest

ensign

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol35/iss2/21

published eight times in 1994
last issues by grandin book orem utah ceased publication with august 1994
ensign 24 1994 published monthly by the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints only poetry is included
for articles in this and other church publications consult
the yearly indexes published by the church or the index in
the december issue

latter day digest

3 1994

2
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mormon
monnon
bonnon bibliography 1994

exponent

insight

insights

JBOMS

JCA

JMH
JWHAJ
il4j
JW
ilij

lgb
MHM

MWF

nauvoo
new era

ND
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exponent 11
II 18 nos 2 4 1994 published quarterly by
II inc arlington massachusetts no official
exponent 11
connection with the LDS church
insight 9 nos 2 53 and 10 no 1 1994 A forum for nonfiction writing published once each semester by the
brigham young university honors program provo utah
insights an ancient window nos 92
97 1994 pub9297
lished six times a year by the foundation for ancient
research and mormon studies FARMS provo utah
journal of book of mormon studies 3 1994 published
semiannually by the foundation for ancient research and
mormon studies FARMS provo utah
aesculapium 1994 published
journal of collegium aesculapius
semiannually by collegium aesculapius
aesculapium foundation inc
provo utah an organization for LDS physicians
journal of mormon history 20 1994 published semiannually by the mormon history association provo utah
john whitmer historical association journal 14 1994
published annually by the association lamoni iowa deals
with reorganized latter day saint history
13 1993 published annually by the
15
literature and belief
belief15
brigham young university college of humanities provo
utah
mormon heritage magazine 1 1994 published bimonthly
non scholarly
by sherman L fleek springville
Spring ville utah A nonscholarly
popular magazine devoted to LDS heritage and history
mormon womens forum 5 1994 published quarterly
by the mormon womens forum salt lake city an LDS
feminist quarterly
nauvoo journal 6 1994 published semiannually by the
early mormon research institute hyrum utah
new era 24 1994 published monthly by the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city official publi
lication for youth only poetry and short stories are
included for articles consult the yearly indexes published
by the church or the index in the december issue
new direction nos 6 8 1994 published irregularly by
A new direction los angeles A magazine for gay and lescormons
Mor
mons their families and friends and others who
bian mormons
would like to know more about homosexuality

3
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new perspectives 11 1994 published semiannually by
Rex burg idaho
redburg
ricks college rexburg
sunstone
sunstone 16 no 8 and 17 nos 1 3 1994 four issues
published in 1994 by the sunstone foundation salt lake
city
this people this people 15 1994 published quarterly by utah
ibis
alliance salt lake city contains feature articles and
NP

columns exploring

UHQ

witness

women

WRI

issues and personalities
utah historical quarterly 62 1994 published quarterly
by the utah state historical society salt lake city
witness nos 84 86 1994 published quarterly by the
foundation for research on ancient america independence missouri
LDS

latter day women

published monthly by
grandin book orem utah ceased publication with
august 1994
wasatch review international 3 1994 published annually by wasatch review international orem utah A mormon literary journal
2

1994

in addition there are several mormon content periodicals
which are not indexed herein including electronic journals and
forums for a bibliography of these organizations periodicals
and electronic journals and forums please consult bryan water
mans A guide to the mormon universe mormon organizations
and periodicals sunstone 17 december 1994 44 65

anthologies analyzed by chapter
allegory

AML

annual

apostle

christmas

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol35/iss2/21

ricks steven D and john W welch eds the allegory
and jacob 5 salt
of the olive tree the olive the bible andjacob
lake city deseret book provo utah FARMS 1994
the association for mormon letters annual 12 vols
salt lake city association for mormon letters 1994
paul his life and his testimony the 23d
the apostle pauk
annual sidney B sperry symposium salt lake city
deseret book 1994
christmas treasures stories and reminiscences from
general authorities salt lake city deseret book 1994

4
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contemporary cornwall marie tim B heaton and lawrence A young
eds contemporary mormonism social science perspec tives urbana university of illinois press 1994
spectives
covenant
anderson dawn hall and susette fletcher green eds
women in the covenant of grace talks selectedfrom
selected from
the 1993 womens conference sponsored by brigham
young university and the relief society salt lake city
deseret book 1994
launius roger D and linda thatcher eds differing
differing
visions dissenters in mormon history urbana university of illinois press 1994
DLLS
deseret language and linguistics society selected
papers from the proceedings twentieth annual symposium provo utah brigham young university 1994
DS
brigham young university 1993 94 devotional and
fireside speeches provo utah university publications
1994

families

foundations
kings
miracle

multiply

people

religion

Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1995

families addresses on strengthening families by general authorities and general officers of the auxiliaries of yde
the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints salt lake city deseret book 1994 most articles
are reprints from the ensign and are not analyzed
herein
proceedingsfor tor
proceedings
for the third annual laying the foundations symposium provo utah brigham young university 1993 c1994
cl994
jackson kent P and robert L millet eds 1 kings to
malachi
bi studies in scripture vol 4 salt lake city
Malac
maiac
deseret book 1993
ball deanna and terry ball each one a miracle inspirational romanian adoption stories orem utah
grandin book 1994
corcoran brent ed multiply and replenish mormon
essays on sex and family salt lake city signature
books 1994
iby people shall be my people and thy god my god
thy
the 22d annual sidney B sperry symposium salt
lake city deseret book 1994
smith george D ed religion feminism and freedom of conscience A Mormon
Humanist dialogue
mormonhumanist
buffalo NY prometheus books salt lake city signature books 1994

5
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serving

serving with strength throughout the world favorite
ror
especially for
talks
rof youth salt lake city deseret
from especiallyfor
talksfrom
Book
1994
book1994

temples

parry donald W ed temples of the ancient world
ritual and symbolism salt lake city deseret book
provo utah FARMS 1994

truth

7 be life an eleroberts B H the truth the way the
mentary treatise on theology provo utah BYU stud-

ies 1994

turning
watch

card orson scott and david dollahite eds turning
hearts short stories on family life salt lake city
bookcraft 1994
watch and be ready preparing for the second coming of the lord salt lake city deseret book 1994

FOREIGN LANGUAGE

periodicals

the church publishes the international magazine in various
Magazine sChurch
240 5275 or church magazineschurch
languages contact 801 2405275
news RO
0368
0568 for subscrip841260368
841260568
PO box 26368 salt lake city UT 84126
tion information
non english periodicals are published for the mormon community by entities other than the church of jesus christ of latter
day saints if you publish or know of others who publish non english
periodicals not listed herein please contact dennis rowley at
6835
6855
4040 HBLL brigham young university provo utah 84602
846026835
846026855
bertrachtungen reflections co H weissmann 64 rue albert joly 78000
platz 10 61130
gartnerplatz
versailles france or co hartmut weissmann gdrtnerplatz
Gartner piatz
niederau
nidderau ostheim A european LDS journal printed in english french
and german beginning in january 1993
mormon
monnon forum 1441 4 kamitokimune kudamatsu shi yamaguchi ken
744 japan an 82 page semiannual magazine in japanese modeled
after sunstone and dialogue but produced entirely by japanese LDS
scholars it deals with current issues in the LDS community
ARTS AND

literature

novels childrens books short stories plays poetry critical essays
personal essays music and articles about the arts written by or
mormons
mons if you are an LDS literary author and your works
Mor
about cormons

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol35/iss2/21
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are not found herein please contact dennis rowley at the address
above so that he may obtain your works

art
christenson richard P heres brother brigham monumental sculpture of
a monumental man pioneer 41 July
August 1994 5 7
julyaugust
alegacy MHM marchapril
March April 34 39
hopkinson glen S painting a legacy
imagination Is a place interview with cover artist leonard parkin leading edge no 28 february 1994 42 54
ljung
pauljung
jung paul seeing the choices A conversation with paul
jung by steven
Pau
epperson and elbert peck sunstone september 39 48
oman richard G quiet acts of religious devotion the art of ofjudith
judith mehr
BYU studies no 470 72
oman richard
and doris R dant richard burde spiritual reflections
byustudies
BYU
byh studies no 132 40

childrens books
anderson paris claire in nauvoo provo utah precious child 1994 book 2
of claire A mormon girl
Zarah emla provo utah precious child 1994 book 1 of
claire in zarahemla
claire A mormon girl
gostick adrian robert eddy and the hubs
hobs
habs salt lake city deseret book
1994

hawley judith neobi
nephi and lehi mighty men of god independence mo
OM resource center 1994 booklet
hughes dean lucky comes home salt lake city deseret book 1994 conclusion to the lucky ladd series
johnson sherrie and tyler lybbert abinadi salt lake city deseret book
1994

alma at the waters of mormon salt lake city deseret book 1994
ammon and the king salt lake city deseret book 1994
the broken bow salt lake city deseret book 1994
ofliberty salt lake city deseret book 1994
captain moronis title of liberty
7 be gadianton
Gadianton robbers salt lake city deseret book 1994
the
jesus Is born salt lake city deseret book 1994
nephi and lehi in prison salt lake city deseret book 1994
littke lael the bridesmaids dress disaster salt lake city deseret book
1994

theres a snake at girls camp salt lake city deseret book 1994
smurthwaite donald the search for wallace whipple salt lake city
deseret book 1994 young adult fiction

critical essays
anderson tory
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barnes jacqueline C
bames

sacrifice to the proper gods

in

AML

annual

178 83
berlin linda the strengths and weaknesses of virginia sorensens
Sorensens on this
sorenseni
AML annual 151 56
star in
inamlannual
bradford mary lythgoe virginia sorensen literary recollections from a
thirty five year friendship in AML annual 197 104
card orson scott families in fiction in turning 1 4
cracroft richard H attuning the authentic mormon voice stemming the
sophle tide in LDS literature in AML annual 134 43
sophie
sophic
mormon biography tracking the well written LDS life BYM
may 62 63
realizing A personal and possessed past mormon community and
steggers
Steg ners recapitulation in AML annual
values in wallace stegners

1124 31
tracking the grand design through current LDS books BYM
august 16 17
A usually dazzling world the poetic mormon humanism of
emma lou thayne in AML
AHL annual 1145 53
sorensens
dallimore ludene mercy zina and kate virginia Soren
sens strong
sorenseni
women in a mans society in AML annual 16367
163 67
dollahite david family stories and family relationships in turning
296 302
embry jesse L overworked stereotypes or accurate history images of
105 13
polygamy in the giantjoshua
Giant Joshua in AML annual 11105
giantjosbua
england eugene books that teach tolerance 2this
89
8489
bis people spring 84
cormons
Mormons chrisdouglas thayers
ayers mr wahlquist in yellowstone A mormons
Th
thaders
tian response to wilderness BYU studies no 152 72
virginia sorensen as the founding foremother of the mormon personal essay in AML annual 144 50
england karin anderson confronting the personal voice ethics and the
personal essay in technical writing in AML annual 2297 300
ofjuanita
feminine voices in the works of
juanita brooks in AML annual
2183 89
Comm
evenden michael angels in a mormon gaze or utopia rage communitas
unitas
communital
dunhouse mirror aesthetics sunstone septemdream dialogue and funhouse
ber 55 64
evenson brian chaotic matter eugene En
englands
glands the dawning of a
159 62
brighter day dialogue winter 15962
geary edward A joseph and his brothers rivalry in virginia sorensens
Soren sens on
sorenseni
AHL annual 157 62
this star in AML
godfrey audrey M the promise Is fulfilled literary aspects of john D
120 23
fitzgeralds novels in AML annual 11120
112023
12023

hansen helynne H in search of womens language and feminist expression among nauvoo wives in A little lower than the angels dialogue summer 93 102 also in AML annual 184 90
Fille rups visions and
hogge robert M levels of perception in michael fillerups
other stories in AML annual 2154 57
howe susan elizabeth little books from a large soul the private poetry
of virginia sorensen in AML annual 191 96

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol35/iss2/21
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jorgensen bruce W to tell and hear stories let the stranger say in AML
33
annual 119 35
kellner mark A mormon history under scrutiny christianity today 38
october 3 1994 68
koldewyn derk michael though like the wanderer outside the group
in mormon short fiction in AML annual 2234 38
kramer neal W reading mormon stories an ethical dilemma in AML
annual 2239 45
mcallister mick embracing the other the beloved alien and other ethical
orson scott card in AML annual 2158 65
fictions of
oforson
munger maryjan gay A look at contemporary mormon poetry one harvesters opinion in AML annual 2166 70
nichols julie J and others domesticity and the call to art A panel in
AML annual 2284 96
peterson joe franklin fishers bones the effaced identity of the mormon
missionary in AML annual 2171 76
peterson levi S AML unlikely skirmisher in the battle of the books in
AML annual 11518
115 18
samuelsen eric rebels subversives iconoclasts the case for mormon
drama inn foundations 159 65
smith grant T women together kate alexanders search for self in the
evening and the morning in AML annual 168 77
women in the mormon attic A feminist reading of satmadwoman
madwomen
smith nola D Mad
139 44
urdays warrior and reunion in AML annual 11139
tanner john S of hymns herbert and the aesthetics of faith in AML
annual 11 7
thayne emma lou clarice short earthy academic in AML annual
1132 38
waterstradt jean anne in hims of praise the songs of zion in AML
annual 219095
2190 95
wilson william A the power of the word in AML annual 18 14

drama
bronson
bronsonj
Bronso
nJJ scott confessions WRI 97 130
Genneps sepahanson brent L coming of age in LDS drama arnold van genneps
gennels
y s warrior
ration transition and incorporation applied to samurda
saturdays
saturda
and huebner phd diss brigham young university provo utah
1993

samuelsen eric
30 55

accommodations A play in three acts

sunstone june

novels
barber phyllis and the desert shall blossom salt lake city signature 1993
bezzant pat angie new york fawcett 1994 young adult
bills greg consider this home new york simon and schuster 1994
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brown marilyn royal house american fork utah covenant communications 1994

crane cheri J kates

turn american fork utah covenant

communica-

tions 1994

crowe chris two roads salt lake city bookcraft 1994
davis gary L friends american fork utah covenant communications
1994

decker rod an environmentfor
environment for
tor murder salt lake city signature books
1994

eaton
baton ed strike two american fork utah covenant communications
1994

evans richard paul

the christmas box salt lake city steinway 1993
loves eternal legacy A novel based on near death expe-

gibson arvin S
riences
rien ces bountiful utah horizon 1994
Spring ville utah cedar fort 1994
hainsworth brad E camp of the saints springville
hansen jennie L when tomorrow comes american fork utah covenant
communications 1994
havens virginia roxeys choice american fork utah covenant communications 1994
hendershot eric jimmy stillman 1I1I will always love you salt lake city
bookcraft 1994
hilton joni scrambled home evenings american fork utah covenant
communications 1994
irvine robert the hosanna shout A moroni traveler mystery new york
st martins 1994
jarvis sharon downing the healing place salt lake city deseret book
1994
johnson choong shelly the jewelry box american fork utah covenant
communications 1994
lund gerald N A season ofloy
ofjoy
of joy A historical novel vol 5 of the work and
the glory salt lake city bookcraft 1994
three adventure novels one in thine hand the alliance leverage
point salt lake city deseret book 1994 complete and unabridged
texts of the original editions
marcum robert death of a tsar salt lake city deseret book 1994
mccloud susan evans the heart that truly loves salt lake city bookcraft
1994
mouritsen laurel the passageway american fork utah covenant communications 1994
neilson deanne perfect neighbors greensboro NC hatrack river 1994
nelson lee storm gold springville
Spring ville utah council press 1994
paget becky the belle ofnauvoo
of Nauvoo A novel of love and betrayal american
fork utah covenant communications 1994 fictionalized biogra-

phy
perkins luisa

mirror orem utah grandin book 1994
perry anne the hyde park headsman new york fawcett 1994
the sins of the oot
wolf new york fawcett 1994

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol35/iss2/21
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poulson clair samuel gadiantons
Gadiantons foe american fork utah covenant
communications 1994
rower
richardson boyd knife Yh
thrower
fower A mormon boy among the pawnee
american fork utah covenant communications 1994
robinson bonnie B through the mists of darkness A book of mormon
novel american fork utah covenant communications 1994
cormons
Mor mons fight against all odds A novel amerrobles rob the claim A mormons
ican fork utah covenant communications 1994
ryan gordon dangerous legacy salt lake city shadow mountain 1994
sebra diane anna orem utah grandin book 1994
stansfield anita first love and forever american fork utah covenant
communications 1994
tilton jane and lynn tilton segundo A novel salt lake city bookcraft
1994

vandagriff G G cankered roots A mystery salt lake city deseret book
1994

walker J todd thrice in time A novel of the saviors love bountiful
utah horizon 1994
weyland jack weyland five complete novels salt lake city deseret book
Tide A new dawn the understudy brenda at the
1994 Pepper
peppertide
prom kimberly in one volume
white stephen higher authority A novel new york viking 1994
wolverton dave the golden queen new york tor 1994
princess leia new york bantam books
star wars the courtship of
ofprincess
1994

yates alma
almaj
aima
alhajJ no more strangers please salt lake city deseret book 1994
yates dan angels dont knock american fork utah covenant communications 1994
cations
yorgason blaine and brenton yorgason the soderberg saga salt lake city
deseret book 1994 complete novels in search of steenie bergBrig hams gold seven days
man the bishops horse race brother brighams

for ruby
young S dilworth an adventure in faith orem utah grandin book
1994

personal essays
AD no 819 22
abbot daryl contemplating excommunication ND

immorality and being morally straight ND no 735
73 5 28
ailen richard eliot taiwan trilogy dialogue winter 57 76
allen
alien
alley robert the politics of exclusivity in religion 9 15
alvarez lino christmas with family in christmas 25 26
andersen neil L room in the inn in christmas 41 43
archibald dallas N the greatest gift in christmas 27 29
ballard leanna spjut navigating the rapids course corrections in covenant 231 40
ballard M russell christmas in the holy land in christmas 15 18
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beck martha N invincible summer finding grace within in covenant
79 94
bell james P suit yourself one sons attempt to prevent his parents from
doing the right thing digest july 36 40
bell stephanie the optimum size for a purse women april 76 77
2263 69
2265
bennion john doubt and the desert inaafz
in AML annual 226569
226369
bennion molly mclellan in the garden sunstone june 21 24
benson ezra
ezrataft
taft the joys of christmas in christmas 136 40
berlin linda him exponent no 48 10
beytien alyson whos
chos in control the ups and downs of fertility exponent no 24 6
bickmore lisa orme this place this place the private and the secret
MWF november 11811
11
and a place for making MWT
188811
bitton dennis canned stew digest june 26 28
66 68
daddy why dont you cry digest april 6668
block polly little old ladies women april 71 74
brooks joanna de colores sunstone september 18 19
brough monte J A christmas gift of freedom in christmas 83 84
bullough rosemary price what more could I1 ask exponent no 46
4677
bunnell steven D the birth of my values digest august 56 59
bush laura L on being single exponent no 45
cannon ann edwards ghosts this people holiday 13 14
in praise of older women this
tuis people spring 14
cantwell lee G waking up on the farm this people spring 12 13
carmack john K our last california christmas in christmas 67 70
christensen joe J some christmas thoughts in christmas 115 16
clark
oark andrew the fading curse of cain mormonism in south africa dialdark
ogue winter 41 56
clayson jane the museum and LI1 digest august 3943
39 43
cloward cherie saturdays insight winter 14
coleman gary
garyj
baryjJ A christmas gift of the gospel in christmas 81 82
craven rulon G all kinds of
Christmases in christmas 113 14
ofchristmases
christmases
dal porto susan wakefield reflections from a high risk mom exponent
no 27 8
tens for maria garrat digest june 20 22
bientens
day larry Bien
debbie spiritual override A lesbian Is baptized ND no 834
83 4 24
dellenbach robert K gratitude from jerusalem in christmas 111 12
densley keni sweet dreams are made of these exponent no 43
Plantains WRI 57 75
de rubilar usa
lisa madsen plantains
dixon helen E an old melody gone awry women june 5 7
im finally getting a grip women july 4 6
the mary and martha in all of Us women april 4 7
england eugene the joy of unlimited salvation sunstone february 19
fogg B J the more we get together dialogue winter 109 19
gelter donna haddow
hardow
harlow the business of motherhood women may 77 79
goaslind jack H christmas memories in christmas 95
98
9598
63 67
goldberg melody lebaron in our arms women june 6367
gorton H clay the old oak tree digest june 53
54
5554
5354

sii
sil
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green dean M im not the man 1I used to be digest february 35 39
hardy nedra when a marriage Is not celestial in covenant 50 56
in AML annual 2270 74
harris john S risk and terror inaml
inami
mum
MWY july 11
MWF
hawes michelle moench never assume muy
hawkins claire rummaging in the attic missionary memos in covenant
99 105
Cancer
hill mary my mycancerjournal
cancerjournal
Journal exponent no 412 13
hollis al the wilderness digest february 56 58
Firstborn in covenant 155 59
holmes margie G firstborn
Lu
izattjerald
izatt jerald R lucifero
lucifers
cifers legacy dialogue winter 103 7
jamison rebecca perfect rhythm women july 46 53
johns linda pseudo
pseud my search for the mother and daughter dialogue
summer 41 53
gehis
johnston jerry picture postcards of
ofLe
his dream sunstone february 18
oflehis
lehis
jordan sara we are all single exponent no 47
kendrick L lionel the letters in christmas 74 76
kimball linda hoffman punctuation of the divine in covenant 187 94
kisor henry zephyr tracking a dream across america new york ranmormons
Mor mons
dom house 1994 brief mention of cormons
kofford cree
creelL remembering in christmas 119 22
koldewyn derk somewhere between love and agony insight winter
1 6
lamb kwon tracie
trade the coyote hunter dialogue spring 229 35
lee rex E the passing and the appointment of a prophet BYM august
4 5
lindsay richard P the real christmas in christmas 77 78
Survivor Hooray so far so
lipscomb karen mckinney 1 I am a cancer survivorhooray
good exponent no 411 12
lybbert merlin R the most beautiful christmas tree in christmas
99 100
malouf patricia A childs heart digest january 4 12
mcgee paula sisters help sisters speak exponent no 315 19
meloy ellen ravens exile A season on the green river new york henry
holt 1994 utahs red rock country mormon references
mery deborah the hand digest may 49 50
14
munk margaret rampton pillars of my faith exponent no 312
31214
delivered at the sunstone symposium may 1985 washington DC
nadauld stephen D merry christmas murphy in christmas 49 52
nelson guenevere mama dialogue summer 129 36
nelson marian drinking and flirting with the mormon church in AML

annual 2275

81

nelson russell M christmas thoughts of home and of prague in christmas 32 35
newell linda king A time to speak emma smith the church and me
MWT
july 1133 7
mwfjvty
mut
nibley hugh promised lands digest february 4 20 reprinted from
10
lo
io
clark memorandum spring 1993 2 10.
dark
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orme
onne genet the longest four blocks 1I have ever walked

novem-

BYM

ber 36 41
pack hilda kathryn erickson 1 I must speak up dialogue summer 157
64
15764
papanikolas helen ethnicity diversity and conflict dialogue winter
1

12

parrott alfred in his name ND no 825 26
paxman sue and jenny atkinson annus horribilus
Horribilus exponent no 32
paxton aryn
tryn elva her trace women january 25 30
ringing up zero WRI 23 31
pearson carol lynn the larger circle sunstone december 15
peck elbert eugene pondering hearts sunstone june 9
voices from the dust sunstone september 9
pinnock hugh W the best christmas ever in christmas 56 57
pitcher kathryn S my cancer song exponent no 413 14
poll richard D A liahona latter day saint sunstone september 35
38
3538
52 57
rawlins paul cemetery day digest may 5257
robertson don we need more gay bishops ND no 87 8 18
robison joleen ashman dancing to my own drum exponent no 216 17
20

the sweetness of cherry coke dialogue summer
ross mary elizabeth the missing rib exponent no 44

165 67

married a quarterback women june 73 75
Sesh achari neila C uprooting and Re rooting an immigrants escapades in
seshachari
mormon utah dialogue winter 15 27
sexton chris easter has been canceled this year sunstone september

rutter michael

1I

19 20

smith marcus L belonging to a people digest june 76 79
summers biggest splash digest august 4 6
smith michael looking for grandparents heroic lives and deaths digest
february 48 54
southwick cahoon stephanie A mother in the making exponent no

24 6
stark helen candland A personal report 1976 exponent no 212 14
reconciling the opposites sunstone february 64 71
stephenson vaughn joan and joseph la pucelle and the prophet NP
april 19 21
sweeten coien
nolenjr
colenjr
colen
jr what makes mothers grow great digest may 46 47
swenson sharon lee esplin redeeming reality images of womens lives
in covenant 195 203
tai kwok yuen A hong kong christmas in christmas 37 38
taylor samuel W the temple excursion sunstone february 72 73
temple myrene facing our own icebergs exponent no 33
tenorio horacio A christmas traditions in mexico in christmas 105 8
thayne emma lou let me count the whys
ghys exponent no 36
3677
thurston dawn thoughts on thanksgiving while stuffing my twenty
sixth turkey exponent no 29
39 40
tingey earl C christmas experiences in christmas 3940
ulrich laurel thatcher border crossings dialogue summer 1 7
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van keizerswaard marilyn obsessive scavenger in covenant 160 62
vanwagenen belle dejong marionettes and roses women june 76 78
the promise women february 34 36
voros J frederic jr the first step Is the hardest sunstone february
16 17

washburn
washbumj
Washbu
mJJ ballard the help of the lord in christmas 85 86
wilcox val C adamu avenue women february 28 31
williams terry tempest an unspoken hunger storiesfrom
stories from the field new
york pantheon books 1994 mormon references
woodbury wendy K A lesson about elbows women february 70 71
zukin nicholas golf lessons insight winter 32

poetry
abegg skyler zion the new jerusalem digest february 21
agrelius M the church poem digest june 28 reprinted from espe1980.1
np happy valley 1980.
19801
cially fok
ciallyfor
1980
tok
for anyone vol 1 ap
ana A hard thing to say women february 73
andersen steve song for an empty time NP december 39
anderson colleen water babies leading edge no 28 february 1994
24 25

aright claris symphonies of gray new era february 51
asplund campbell mami for the girl who saw her mother cold dialogue summer 9 13
sariah dialogue spring 106 7
baker virginia ellen dying sunstone february 32
god translucent sunstone december 37
silence in ursa major sunstone june 29
baldwin joel ordination day WRI 32 33
barlow heather sunset new era march 511
bates alisa faded wedding pictures ensign august 45
bedore laura awakened women february 75
bell M shayne in a far land dialogue fall 114
Moz
mozarts
listening to momarts
arts requiem while crossing the san rafael dialogue fall
fail 115 16
fali
the time traveler comes to cana dialogue winter xi xii
bernhisel
Bemhisel donna clean dialogue fall 195 96
my mamas hands dialogue fall 273 74
bezzant pat A speck in time sunstone february 78
bosse joanne my heroes new era october 5 11
boyer elizabeth H the wind cries sunstone february 63
brendan brown sean why nothing beautiful knows exactly why sunstone february 39
wounded jesus sunstone december 74
brooks joanna pilgrimage dialogue fall x xii
browne edna A psalm for today after watching the evening news
women july 71
bryce robert W under the rim A wanderers chant digest may 79
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buckner pat diane snow new era january 51
bushman carlton
cariton marilyn bathing a child dialogue winter 165
cain seymour toldotgenerations dialogue winter 208
candland lara enclosure pre mourning on my mothers death women
august 57
cheney donna R catching light sunstone september 64
WIRI
chidester E leon review at eight WRI
wirl
uirl 76 83
clark
oark
dark harlow soderborg to joseph of nazareth patron saint of fathers dispossessed dialogue spring 236 37
mardenj
ing dialogue fall 287
marden
clark Marde
xing
oark
dark
mardena
nJJ on X
snows dialogue winter 14
sonnet on his blindness to autumn dialogue fall 319
collings michael R classical music digest june 22
dedication digest june 75
into bread sunstone september 48
islands sunstone june 55
lines for a newly released bishop digest february 55
mission call digest january 56
monolith the teller and the tale women july 73
nestling dialogue summer 54 55
ordination digest january 57
photographs digest april 78
seaward women april 27
cook brett A moments NP april 21
seeds of life NP april 37

true riches

december 41
croasmun martha eyes to see NP april 48
in the season thereof NP december 29
the law of the harvest NP december 29
dixon thai
thal angels came to teach him new era december 51
evans melinda A cambodian mother in houston texas women january
NP

50

viewing the family from the observation deck women january
36

farmer deborah an evening stroll new era august 24
grandmas
grandeas
Grand mas butterfly new era august 23
feezor katherine A friend Is like a rose new era august 22
life new era august 22
life sculptures new era august 25
fisher joseph A courtship dialogue fall 288
the violent woman dialogue winter 102
fleming anne maker women february 68
forbis dianne dibb fledgling genealogist NP april 55
my mother dancing NP april 49
gerald elsie F APE all possible experiences orem utah by the author
1994

gibson karen keith openings
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glenn sharlee mullins mimesis Up
ended A reluctant nod to mr wilde
upended
unended
byustudies
BYUStudies no 478
79
47879
gorton stephen R the prodigal digest may 50
hall randall L nine moons B YU studies no 4108
hamblin laura mormon conversions dialogue summer 71 72
hamblin pamela brilliance BYU studies no 173
hansen amy answered prayers new era august 24
hart edward L processional BYU studies no 130 3 11
helps louise As the smoke rises digest march 68
BYU studies no 141
hickman trenton L nursing jehovah byustudies
hicks michael advent BYU studies no 142
hoagland maria beuchat blind conceit women february 56
problems of supremacy digest january 68
howard F burton peace on earth in christmas 66
mary
30 31
howard sherwin W two voices at easter ensign april 3031
good bye at golgotha stephen a blind child witmother of jesus goodbye
ness to the resurrection
ATWT
howe susan elizabeth the blessing MWF
atut july 12
the gathering of peace in covenant 95 98
A prayer for iris

lgb

52

hunsaker leland hymn on the prospective temple in vernal utah NP
december 39
jenkins dorla R maps NP april 51
jensen lucile family ties in covenant 126
jensen mark gordon sunstone june 20
home sunstone september 54
johnston jerry basilica dialogue winter 185
WRY
first snow WRI
wel 96
wei
klein rosemary A harlequin sunstone september 17
insomnia french knots sunstone december 22
koldewyn derk M cap meets the prophet brigham dialogue winter 39
to the single men of the church dialogue fall 316
lane lea nielson the lambs wool quilt women june 21
larsen lance hobby horses dialogue spring 228
naked dialogue winter 77 78
serving the papers dialogue summer 137
lewison daniel A his last garden digest may 68
lisonbee bianca palmieri to the gate in covenant 62
lord michelle holgate atonement new era april 5 1
maynard paul calendar new era august 27
doubt new era august 26
mccaslin susan A canticle for mary and martha lgb 95 109
mclean lou gold seekers new era june 5511
messer neidy moonlight and roses in covenant 106 7
the way back in covenant 45
when my mother visits in covenant 204
meyer Casu
alene alexandria bay bibliophile BYU studies no 128 29
casualene
cassalene
dishtowels
towels BBYU studies no 480
cosmic Dish
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monney
morney
morley todd citadel sunstone february 15
munger maryjan easter morning in covenant 253 54
in the house of grace in covenant 261
lifes song women march 51
munk margaret rampton kinship exponent no 26
mothers day exponent no 314
on the recent communications
Ex
excommunications sunstone september 20
owen H joan 1 I cannot kneel women june 43
viewpoint women january 57
pace brent ireland dialogue spring 28182
281 82
marcus dialogue summer 247
papworth jim peeling an orange NP december 42
partridge dixie the bodies of trees sunstone september 25
detour n BYU studies no 1101
movements giving off light dialogue spring 192
93
19293
reprints sunstone june 24

water temples sunstone december 13
paxman david mummy pendulum dialogue spring 150 51
pedersen marva
ajeanne just plain crazy women june 43
Marv
marvajeanne
jeanne
more than a suitcase women june 20
21
2021
powley william potatoes sunstone february 71
pulido elisa in a black sedan in covenant 77 78
my hat dance in covenant 16970
169 70
quetchenbach bernard mormon trail petroglyph A journal of creative
natural history 5 1994 35
women may 76
reynolds tamary grandmother always made
rhodes carrie anne moonrise new era july 5 11
star floats leading edge no 29 august 1994 27
shaw marc so where Is heaven new era august 25
shorten richard A touch of sun sunstone june 61
shunn D william salt crusted on automotive glass sunstone february
63
MWT november
sillitoe linda public themes and private expressions MWF
116
6 collection of poems
purged sunstone december 70
smith cathleen patchwork heart women june 34
smith le grande W sonnet digest january 68
smith marcus L the fish sermon digest april 52 55
sane sound women february 75
smith michael S creased words digest march 69
smith robert L the anthol street organ NP april 18
stone diane S windowpanes women may 76
swensen paul transcendental WRI 54 56
talley douglas L the former rain ensign august 45
tanner anita early winter dialogue fall 232
going dark dialogue summer 184
his sermon dialogue summer 103
10344
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thayne emma lou

nant

A

rose

223
Is

a rose

or remember me

in cove-

211

in covenant 186
thompson diane convert new era may 51
thompson robert M childrens summer field
one tree new era august 20
rain new era august 20
A valentine for
mei
mel
formel

the return new era august

new era august 27

21

to a good friend

new era august 22
vanwagenen belle dejong 1 I could scream digest february 41
walch karen the beast and beauty leading edge no 28 february 1994
70

wamer colette seesaw digest may 78
warner
weber kathleen about heaven sunstone september 38
welker holly beautiful naked women dialogue summer 168
the invisible woman dialogue summer 218
white philip 1844 dialogue winter 28
intensive care sunstone september 34
Storytime dialogue fall 248
storytime
wilcox val C earie conversation women january 77
hard words ensign august 45
monster in my bedroom women january 49
williams thais dichotomy women august 71
women march 5511
june in
navajo lady women juby
juth 72
july
sorceress women march 50
wolverton dave man of corn sunstone december 43
yambra marlena tanya for ciera 52681 21783 women august 56
zydek fredrick things hoped for things unseen lgb 30

short stories
altizer mary K reflections in a minor key women february 57 61
andrus rae not getting pregnant sunstone february 40 44
austin daniel A nei wei dialogue winter 167 73
baker virginia dierdra alive and dead tomorrow 2 june 1994 46 55
barber phyllis dust to dust A mormon folktale dialogue winter
175 84

bell M

prophet by the sea dialogue fall 299 302
Lincol ns china asimovs
Asimo
shayne mrs lincolns
vs science fiction 18 july
alimovs

68 78
naked asylum tomorrow 2 june 1994 14 16
berry justin staying afloat new era august 36 39
bessey sian owen in her eyes new era july 40 44
black dianna rebeccas song women april 24 27
biame larene rowley Night
blame
blaine
nightwatch
watch sunstone december 38 43
48
blanda carl the journey digest january 44
4448
1994
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byustudies
BYU
studies

brereton lisa gosper A name and a blessing women july 17 20
brown marilyn the house away from home WRI 84
95 excerpt from
8495
road to covered bridge copy in special collections harold B lee
library brigham young university provo utah
browne edna smith law of averages women august 25 29
the needles point women march 22 35
card orson scott atlantis in grails quests of the dawn ed richard
gilliam martin H greenberg and edward E kramer 185 255 new
york penguin books 1994
worthy to be one of Us in turning 264 95
clyde mary faith hope and charity dialogue summer 227 34
cole holly green sick women february 65 67 reprinted from inscape
Inscape
no 1 1990 45 49.
49
cracroft richard H that my soul might see in turning 168 81
crowe chris no pain no gain new era september 44 49
dalton woodbury kathleen more than marks on paper in turning 132 46
davis charles E ferger brown new era march 40 44
foreign exchange new era november 44 48
time to fly new era april 40 44
35
dollahite david possum funeral in turning 5535
edwards jaroldeen
haroldeen
Jaroldeen me and the big apple in turning 91 105
fagg ellen ed ne
the way we live stories by utah women salt lake city
signature books 1994
gostick adrian impressing janette new era january 38 43
griffith james L blue birds in a christmas tree NP december 40 41
gundry linda ririe just call me susie new era june 44 47
hall randall L father forgive Us in turning 61 67
hammond F melvin the boy who sang in christmas 87 89
harker herbert flower girl in turning 147 59
helps louise aunt myrtles hot fudge sundae clean your plate overweight
cure women march 71
74
7174
miss Me
melindas
lindas anniversary women june 36 41
66 69
number twenty seven digest july 6669
jarvis sharon downing sandwich filling in turning 214 35
jordan james gladu storm
storin jumper in ZL ron hubbard presents writers
of the future ed dave wolverton 204 68 vol 10 los angeles
bridge publications 1994
keenner
Keef ferJo
keefner
keeffer
keefferjo
jo anne papered ceilings digest may 26 32
kroupa susan J the healer in L ron hubbard presents writers of the
future ed dave wolverton 311 44 vol 10 los angeles bridge publicati
ons 1994
lications
beddy
beriy spirit stick digest june 36 5 11
Kim berdy
kuta kimberly
lee robert england the door on wickham street in turning 249 63
liebenthal jean the color blind bull in turning 85 90
lofgran dlana
diana
anal E Achilo in ZL ron hubbard presents writers of the
Di
future ed dave wolverton 103 64 vol 10 los angeles bridge publicati
lications
lons
ions 1994
ficat
mangum diane L growing room digest february 22 24
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marler myrna leaving the farm WRI 35 53
montierth jacqueline D ya gotta card elder digest august 73 75
moon harold K the ice castle A short story digest june 58 64
revenge digest april 56 65
morgan grant avery wings leading edge no 29 august 1994 49
60
4960
morris carroll birthday gift in turning 68 84
nichols julie J pigs when they straddle the air original writing phd
diss university of utah 1994 mormon references
nicita carolyn mechanical assistance tomorrow 2 june 1994 2 12
osullivan
osuuivan cara return to coole tomorrow 2 august 1994 71 80
parkin scott R die mauer BYU
byustudies
studies no 143 51
petersen zina now lets dance in turning 23648
236 48
plante chris fruits of the earth digest july 60
65
6065
randle kristen D tim in turning 36 60
still digest july 50
54
richardson boyd C peace be stiff
5054
schneider crystal make room for me mate new era october 34 37
paulemonde
shunn D william two paths in the forest poulemonde
Pou lemonde science fiction
age 2 january 1994 40 45
siddoway richard M dad and the studebaker in turning 207 13
smith janice leilani katey where are your shoes women february
72 73
snow debbie watermelon hearts A pine valley memoir women january 55
57
5557
snow edgar C jr evening prayers digest august 49 55
stay douglas small parts leading edge no 29 august 1994 91 99
strange susan dean still dancing in turning 200 6
thorne james M please dont kick the piano BYU studies no 47377
thome
473 77
van wagoner robert hodgson strong like water dialogue spring
253 72
weyland jack filling the manger new era december 40 44
your own people in turning 182 99
wood angela snake man sunstone september 49 54
woodbury eugene E balanced equation new era may 40 44
sister cavanaugh but not on purpose digest may 71 78
Wheat fields beyond tomorrow 2 june 1994 32 45
wolverton dave wheatfields
Caso ulett tomorrow 2 august
worthen lyn A domestic wine and casoulett
1994 2 6
wright james Lajr jr royal cab A short story digest march 43 48
yates alma
aima
almaj
alhajJ the different one new era february 38 44
young jerry M Mall
mallwalker
walker in turning 106 31
young margaret blair Ha
nauma bay in turning 160 67
hanauma
handuma

ljr

miscellaneous
cannon ann edwards have glue gun will travel ibis
this
inis people fall 17 18
humor
dastrup linda young women handouts and object lessonsfor
lessons for
tor manual 2
utah creative changes 1994 activities
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everett rick zions camp salt lake city signature books 1994 humorously captioned photographs from the fifties
graham pat and others A childrens songbook companion murray utah
aspen books 1994 sharing time activities
harding becky badger catch the robber this people spring 91 92
folklore
kim H S vignettes with the eyes of a child women june 23 26
latter day saint temples educational coloring book orem utah grandin
book 1994
luke susan awesome family nights games activities handy hints easy
to follow lessons fun to make visual aids american fork utah
covenant communications 1994
lund gerald N some clippings from a writers notebook digest march
26 31
mcpeck amanda B we were always singing folksongs of LDS sister mission aries honors project brigham young university 1994
sionaries
nelson christena C and shauna mooney kawasaki sharing the articles of
child centered gospel activities salt lake city deseret book
faith chrid
1994

presidents of the church educational coloring book orem utah grandin
book 19941
1994
rutter michael shari fell off the chocolate bandwagon and the truth Is
its my fault digest july 57 59 humor
smith marcus L death by indignation digest february 71 74 humor
voros
GoodWorks inc sunstone june 56
57 humor
voross
Voro
5657
vorosj
sJJ frederic jr goodworks
walton rick and howard fullmer riddle day saints more than 100 riddles for young latter day saints salt lake city deseret book 1994
dlesfor

humor

bibliography
published bibliographies about mormons
cormons and mormonism
bibliwriting southern utah history an appraisal and a bibb
og
ography
JMH fall 156 78
135 98
copley ellen M mormon bibliography 1993 BYU studies no 11135
green arnold H jews in LDS thought BYU studies no 4137 64
laughlin david L it began with a book A didactically annotated bibliography on mormonism journal of religious and theological informa94
tion 2 no 1 1994 45
4594
waterman bryan A guide to the mormon universe mormon organizations
and periodicals sunstone december 44 65
we rejoice in christ A bibliography of LDS writings on jesus christ and
the new testament BYU studies 34 no 3 entire issue
whittaker david J mormon americana A bibliographical guide to
printed material in the british library relating to the church of
np the eccles centre for american
jesus christ oflatter
larrer
latter day saints ap
of larter
studies 1994

alder douglas
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BIOGRAPHY

published autobiographical and biographical books and sketches
mormons
aam
mons ifyourfamilys
about cormons
Mor
ilys biographical sketches and books
if your
fam flys
rour
four familys
peel
are not listed herein please ftelfree
feel free to donate a copy to the speft
elfree
cial collections and manuscripts department harold B lee
library brigham young university provo utah 84602
6835
846026835
adams kellene ricks the incomparable maude adams somewhere in
19
January February 1994 17
time pioneer 41 januaryfebruary
1719
alexander thomas G richard douglas poll advocate for mormon intellectuals sunstone september 10 11
alien
allen
ailen james B the story of the truth the way the life in truth
alix cxcviii
clix
anderegg henry E peter anderegg snake river echoes 23 november
1994 38 39
arrington leonard J H L A culmer utahs renaissance man pioneer 41
January February 1994 23
januaryfebruary
talking things over the wit and whimsy of brigham young pioSeptember October 1994 20 23
neer 41 septemberoctober
pioneer 41
Brighams last pioneer trek
to zion brother brighams
July August 1994 8 11
julyaugust
ashby alta rigby and fonda rigby pulley wilhelmsen comps from lancashire to utah the histories ofjohn
of john
tohn rigby and grace liptrot rigby
ad ed lehi utah
and william liptrot and elizabeth hesketh liptrot 2d
by the authors 1994
ashton katherine whatever happened to maurine whipple in AML

annual 1114

19

ashton wendell J at 14 she became a mother of five pioneer 41
April 1994 24 ellen spencer clawson
March
marchapril
defender of zion pioneer benefactor thomas L kane pioneer 41
September
septemberoctober
October 1994 4 7 30
george W romney A study in determination pioneer 41
May
maejune
mayjune
June 1994 20 24
July August 1994
joe cannon sterling man of steel pioneer 41 julyaugust
20 23

voice of learning barbara bradshaw smiths legacy of leaderNovember December 1994 24 28
ship pioneer 41 novemberdecember
bagley will lansford warren hastings scoundrel or visionary overland
journal 12 no 1 1994 12 26
bair elise rosalie rebollo pratt when you find yourself redirected
women may 43 52
barton peggy petersen the making of an apostle MHM december
28 33 mark E petersen
barton peggy petersen and drew barton quinn the great sacrifice sarah
13
September October 10
mcdonald MHM septemberoctober
1013
A
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bate kerry william john steele medicine man magician mormon patriarch UHQ winter 71 90
Tean cum george teancum bean lawyer in the old west
bean james A teancum
gatos calif jim bean associates 1994
los gates
bell james P an apostolic call BYM august 22 25 jeffrey R holland
benson lee consistency counts BYM november 47 51 lavell edwards
benson steve ezra taft benson A grandsons remembrance sunstone

december 29 37

5 billion and 50 grandchildren forbes july 18 1994
berman phyllis
128 30 jon
oon huntsman
uon
berman phyllis and alexandra alger A one man show forbes february
68 79 robert earl holding
14 1994 6879
betsey jane tenney loose nauvoo fall 10 13
duking it out in district 1 for congressional candidate
biele katharine deking
publication for
dayback time network A monthly publicationfor
bobbie coray its payback
progressive utah women 17 october 1994 22 24
bigler david L garland hurt the american friend of the utahs UHQ
spring 149 70
bishop M guy the captain has seen utah without goggles the mor
mons and richard burton in in search of sir richard burton papers
jutzi 61 70 san
hjutzi
from a huntington library symposium ed alan H
marino calif huntington library 1993
stephen post from believer to dissenter to heretic in differing

180 95

boren karen kate B carter true to her pioneering roots pioneer 41
March
April 1994 26 27
marchapril
mother young simple faithful mary ann angell pioneer 41
July August 1994 12 15
julyaugust
boroughs don L magnifying profits companies in the roaring rocky
mountain region work to keep costs down US news and world
1847
report june 6 1994 54 59 brigham young in 18471
bradley martha sonntag joseph W musser dissenter or fearless crusader
for truth in differing 262 78
bradley martha sonntag and mary brown firmage woodward plurality
patriarchy and the priestess zina D H youngs nauvoo marriages
84 118
JMH spring 84118
briggs kay W comp brotherjoseph
joseph stories and lessonsfrom
brother rjoseph
lessons from the life of
Brothe
the prophet salt lake city bookcraft 1994
bringhurst newell G fawn mckay brodie dissident historian and quintessential critic of mormondom in differing 279 300
juanita brooks and fawn brodie sisters in mormon dissent dialogue summer 105 27
burg brad how these doctors lost 50 million medical economics 71
september 12 1994 24
30 C dean larsen
2430
burkhalter mary B smith abraham park smith and lucinda deborah clifford their life together snake river echoes 23 november 1994
26 32

campbell carolyn dr cannon 1I presume salt lake city magazine
July August 1994 33 35 martha hughes cannon
julyaugust
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carmack noel A the seven ages of thomas lyne A tragedian among the
mormons
cormons
Mor mons JWHAJ 53 72
carson cheryl bonnie card up from camelot women june 45 56
mary ellen edmunds to be like a child women august 31 44
celebrating joseph A conversation with kenneth cope ibis
this
inis people summer 35 38
christiansen von joseph comp john 0 christiansen an autobiography
rev ed provo utah christensen family publications 1994
W david whitmer faithful dissenter inis
cook Lyn
donW
this
ibis people fall 10 15
lyndonw
lyndone
lyndon
william law biographical essay nauvoo diary correspondence
interview orem utah grandin book 1994
cottam naomi M comp don carlos driggs a native pioneer CC 45 88
may
jerusha robison driggs don carlos driggs
mayjerusha
private journal of william hyde CC 185 232
crookston douglas 00. ed henry ballard
bollard the story of a courageous pionp by the author 1994
neer 1832 1903 ap
daines newel G helping missionaries in Hi spaniola ca
c4 fall 12 15
gei
dixon barbara hart mayda stewart low quietly changing the world
women april 5362
53 62
dont call me indiana this people spring 66 68 F richard hauck
edwards catherine comp colonial lives four womens stories of the
mexican colonies women january 61 77 loma call alder catherdeathy keline eyring edwards geraldine johnson rosquist isabelle deuthy
let johnson wayman
edwards paul M william B smith A wart on the ecclesiastical tree in
140 57
differing 14057
eldridge erin born that way A true story of overcoming same sex
insights jor
attraction with insightsfor
for friends families and leaders salt lake
city deseret book 1994
ellsworth vivian harmer ethelyn hughes peterson discovering lifes harmonies women march 39 49
embry jessie L maurine whipple the quiet dissenter in differing

jei

301 18

eyring

ted henry eyring the inclusive

ety 2 fall 1994

scientist james

E

talmage soci-

23
2 3

fagg ellen on
in hatch makes nice the pin striped politics of utahs starorrin
ring senator salt lake city magazine 5 May
maejune
mayjune
June 1994 72 80 99
102

faux jocelyn hart our mayflower ancestors and their descendants 10
generations from howland tilley to henderson howell fresno
nrose 1994
linrose
calif lenrose
li
featured scientist james H matis james E talmage society 1I winter
1993 1
19931

2

featured scientist james W cannon
1993
199322 3

featured scientist jerald

S

james

E

talmage society

bradshaw james

E

talmage society I1 fall

1

fall

1993
199322
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feldman amy well make you scary forbes february 14 1994 96
hyrum W smith
flack dora D florence hansen shaping lives through clay women july
16
9916

fleek sherman L historian of dixie the loves of juanita brooks family
March April 28 31
MHM
MHH marchapril
church and history mum
40 42
May June 36
thomas L kane friend of the saints MHM mayjune
maejune
3640
mornion the ambivalent
foster craig L from temple mormon to anti
antl mormon
86
odyssey of increase van dusen dialogue fall 275
27586
foster lawrence apostate believers jerald and sandra tanners encounter
with mormon history in differing 343 65
franson J karl ed the mission journal of eleft franson 1909 1910
northern states mission the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints farmington maine by the author 1994
gaff alan and maureen gaff eds adventures on the western frontier
general tohn
john gibbon bloomington indiana university press
major generaljobn
mormons
cormons
mons
Mor
nons
1994 brief mention of mon
gary L price lifting the human spirit ibis
this people fall 40 42
gerald elsie F happy to rbeanna
Rhe
anna orem utah by the author 1994
rheanna
rieanna
gifford ruth smith history of william charles smith jr and clara sloan
stevensonn
sons genealogy center 1994
stevensons
smith and family provo utah Steven
gilmore mikal shot in the heart new york doubleday 1994 gary gilmore
gilmore thaya eggleston susan arrington madsen sharing our past
women july 27 36
glick daniel A woman for lears marilynn gibbs french of evanston
wyoming lears 6 january 1994 80
83
8083
godfrey donald G and B Y card canadas brigham young charles ora
April 1994 20 23
marchapril
cards legacy of faith pioneer 41 March
godfrey kenneth W frank J cannon declension in the mormon kingdom in differing 241 611
goepfert stephanie jackie iglehart offering solutions to lifes challenges women january 39 49
11 mary
golding robyn scottish mother of israel MHM marchapril
March April 8811

bell ross muir
goodro sean and konel goodro eds the missionary journal of daniel
hanmer snarr and his experiences in colonia morelos sonora
np 1994
mexico ap
grimshaw velma merrell and marie stevens facer eds the charles
william merrell family provo utah community press 1994
hall david anxiously engaged amy brown lyman and relief society charsummer
nner 73 91
ity work 1917 45 dialogue sun
hardy richard W missionary doctor JCA
jck fall 16 21
jc4
hartley william G albert K thurber gold mining missionary in califorMHH december 8 11
nia MHM
14
samuel D chambers MHM May
15
maejune
mayjune
June 6 771415
1415
714
hatch gary the truth the way the life the capstone to BH roberts

doctrinal works
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hatch vicky ann harold hopkinson

231
A

life of many colors digest may

36 44

ruth hale lilacs in the rain women january 9 23
heywood margaret taylor two loaves an autobiography salt lake city
by the author 1994
hicken paula watts A wayfaring like me karen margarethe christensen
richards hardy women april 29 34
jones
willardjones
hintze lehi F comp photograph album oflehi willard
tones 1854 1947
luntjones
his wife martha henrietta huntjones
lunt jones 1858 1932 and their family
provo utah by the author 1994
roads an interview with mormon
backroads
holladay valerie traveling the Back
writer george durrant digest june 4 16
holzapfel richard neitzel the flight of the doves from utah mormonism
to california morrisitism the saga of james and george dove in differing 196 219
nauvoo remembered helen mar
whitney reminiscences nauvoo
marwhitney
fall 3 9

horman
herman hermine
hennine

B

african dragons salt lake city hawkes publishing

1994
Lellin mormonisms
Mc
Mormoni sms stormy petrel in
howard richard P william E mcclellin
mclellin
differing 76 101
hughes evelyn hawkins thomas sunderland hawkins biography of a
mormon pioneer provo utah thomas sunderland hawkins family
organization 1994
hunter louine berry comp and ed the jesse woods berry family jesse
woods berry armelia shanks and their eleven children the earliest berry s to join the church ojai
ajai calif by the author 1994
Angells
angells new
hyde myrtle stevens and dean crawford smith mormon angels
england historical and genealogical register 147 july 1993
211 33

jarvik elaine murder he wrote the character of rod decker salt lake
July August 1994 62 64
city magazine 5 julyaugust
jayroe walt drawing the line on religion editor and publisher the
21 124 cartoonist steve ben2021
fourth estate 127 april 23 1994 20
son
jenkins cam
caa
carrl P barbara day lockhart professor of physical education
carri
BYM february 19 21
bravo bravo BYM august 40 43 56 57 ariel bybee
bruce L christensen dean college of fine arts and communications BYM may 19 21
johnny whitaker the tragic death of his TV twin helped him take stock
of his life people weekly 42 november 28 1994 74
jorgensen dannyl
in differing 158 79
dannyL the old fox alpheus cutler la
Whit mores new sense of mission business week september 26
kay whitmores
1994
199488
kelly ralph sanford and eleanor kelly anderson comps susan groesbeck

np by the author 1994
kelly A noble heritage ap
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kemper steve he wrestles wild plants until they release his dreams
smithsonian 25 august 1994 82 91 ronald parker
kimball stanley B heber C Kim
balls domestic life reconsidered an
kimballs
essay sort of sunstone june 10 13
anson bowen
king carole call A good long life ebe
the autobiography of
ofanson
olanson
np
curi
curl
call
calljr
jr 1900 1993 As told to his daughter carole call king ap
anson B call
cali
cail
cailjr
calljr
jr 1994
nauvoo journal orem utah grandin
knight greg R ed yhomas
thomas bullock nauvoojournal
Book 1994
book1994
knowles eleanor howard W hunter salt lake city deseret book 1994
koenig richele dana thornock rasmussen the abundant life women
april 37 46
april37
koselka rita marriott meet
meetmarriott
marriott forbes march 13 1995 48 50 bill
marriott
ge james E talmage socikowallis bart
barajJ feature article james E Talm
taimage
talmage
bartj
ety 1 winter 1993 2 4
ellin stein blood memory writer anne perry once took
euln
lambert pam and euin
part in a murder people 42 september 26 1994 57 60 perry
joined the church later
lange steven W francis milner besse stevenson Lifelines and laugh lines

women april 9 20
larsen wesley P lorine higbee and an indian named picket pioneer 41
July
August 1994 3 11
julyaugust
date
dale benjamin franklin johnson friend of the prophet MHM
lebaron E daie
mayjune
mayjune
maejune
dune 16 23 46
priscilla sampson davis an instrument in his hands women june
13 20

levie dewey J and paul D levie comps frederick john levi and his
frederick john levi family orgafamily 1800 1864 prescott ariz frederickjohn
niza
nization
tion trust 1994
liljenquist ruth jack the weyland way of storytelling digest february
28 34

steelmon
steelmen
elmen in wing tips forbes july 4 1994 120 21 joe
lubove seth Ste
cannon
lyman melvin A lydia partridge family saga roswell ga old rugged
cross 1993
madsen carol cornwall in their own words women and the story of
nauvoo salt lake city deseret book 1994
np by the author
The
madsen kenneth W thejorgen
forgen
jorgen madsen family 1994 ap
lbejorgen
1994
madsen susan arrington
arlington 1I1I walked to zion true stories of young pioneers
on the mormon trail salt lake city deseret book 1994
martin jane chapman chieko okazaki building bridges salt lake city
July August 1994 86
87
magazine 5 julyaugust
8687
rodney brady salt lake city magazine 5 januaryfebruary
January February 1994
44 46
Helvecio the autobiography of elder Helvi
Hel
dio
martins helvecio
cio martins trans
helv6cio
helvecio
helvetio
helvidio
helvicio
helvetio
hei
hei
uelvecio
mark grover salt lake city aspen books 1994
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253
255
235

mccormick john S and john R sillito henry W lawrence A life in dis220 40
sent in differing 22040
mcmurrin sterling M obert C tanner symbol of freedom sunstone february 13 15
HeR
Hell
hellraiser
heii
heli
herraiser
ralser A fierce responsibility motherjones
raiser
mencimer stephanie hen
mother
jones 19
Mothe rjones
March
April 199417
1994 17 terry tempest williams
marchapril
metcalf jeff death in the family an explosive story of divorce and murder salt lake city magazine 5 mayrine
May
June 1994 66 70 rietje
hine
mayhine
maejune
mayjune
fietje and
rine
john white family
sweet journey biography of
miller rita skousen sweetjoumey
nepbi E miller father of
ofnephi
neobi
migratory beekeeping colton calif miller family trust 1994
mock carolyn pratt the history of benjamin marden pratt and lilly
stevensonn
Steven sons genealogy center 1994
cecelia shirk provo utah stevensons
monsen christine tuttle and stan zenk guide me to eternity salt lake
city aspen books 1994
monson thomas S inspiring experiences that build faith from the life
and ministry of thomas S monson salt lake city deseret book 1994
sawi
moss carolyn J kate field the story of a once famous st Loui
sari mislouisan
loul
souri historical review 88 january 1994 157 75
murray gerald robert my murrays
Mur rays my fairs 2 vols roosevelt utah by
hurrays
the author 1994
muson howard dynasty town and country monthly 148 june 1994
114 17 136 37 oon
uon and karen huntsman
neser amy christina seeing the extraordinary digest april 44 48 nathan

nicholas neser
nessen james E comp nephi nessen ancestors and descendants howell
utah james E nessen family 1994
newell linda king and valeen tippetts avery mormon enigma emma
ad ed urbana university of illinois press 1994
hale smith 2d
nixon loretta D and L douglas smoot abraham owen smoot A testament of his life provo utah brigham young university press 1994
ogden annegret born
bom in timbuctoo the voice of eveline brooks auerbach part 1I californians 11 no 1 1993 6677 38 45
mormons
cormons
mons gentiles and jews the voice of eveline brooks auerMor
11
IL
bach part II
californians 11 no 2 1993 6 7 38 43
oldroyd julia ann A mighty woman in zion the roles of mary jane dilworth hammond as an LDS missionary wife in nineteenth century
thegean
tean A studentjournal
student journal
hawaii The
thetean
tournai of history 23 winter 1994
29 44

pace david

coming home with wendy hammond A utah native works
out her own salvation through theater network A monthly publi18 19
cation for progressive utah women 17 june 1994 1819
pace joseph L and pauline clyde pace 3 calls jc4
jck fall 22 25 church
medical missions
palmer arvin comp and ed an arizona palmer family history selected
ev aline augusta gibbons palmer and
sketches ofarthur
evaline
evarine
of arthur palmer and eualine
their ancestors taylor ariz palmer publications 1994
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234

parkinson benson young

S

dilworth
Dilwortb young general authority scouter

poet american fork utah covenant communications 1994
parrish alan K john A widtsoe
Widt soe faculty model and informal architect of
BYU in foundations 55
74
5574
paxman shirley B helen candland stark writer activist mentor sun13
stone september 12
1213
perry john derek janice kapp perry from scoreboard to keyboard
women may 11 27
poli richard D obert dark
poll
pollrichard
91
1993 in memoriam MHAN
clark tanner 1904
19041993
oark
mhan91
winter 1994 1 2
pottmyer alice allred sonia johnson Mormoni
sms feminist heretic in
mormonisms
366 89
differing 36689
price richard W comp and ed A joyful posterity the howardj
howard marsh
homard
family story bountiful utah family history publishers 1994
proctor maurine jensen and jerry johnston mali mormon modibo
modico diarra
this people summer 22 27
garvanza
Garvanza girl prophets wife
rhodes wanda egan inis egan hunter garvanzo
women august 9 19
ricketts norma B melissa coray woman mormon battalion veteran
MHM July
August 8 16
julyaugust

melissasjourney
melissas journey with the mormon battalion the western odyssey
of melissa burton coray 1846 1848 salt lake city international
kofl
of utah pioneers 1994
society daughters onn
ofl
rieland randy perfect love washingtonian 29 august 1994 74 77
cathy staton was four months pregnant when she learned
she had cancer she had one goal save the baby
robertson frank C A ram in the thicket the story of a roaming homesteader family on the mormon frontier moscow university of idaho
109 115

press 1994

roderick lee leading the charge orrin hatch and 20 years of america
carson city nev gold leaf press 1994
rogers W lane from colonia dublan to Bing
binghampton
hampton the mormon
odyssey of fredrick nancy and amanda williams journal of arizona history 35 spring 1994 1946
19 46
rolfe mona ethel and leslie E liechty comp and ed history of samuel
jones rolfe elizabeth hathaway and their descendants through
giblert sic hathaway rolfe and eliza jane bates and william benjamin rolfe and mary ann mccarrel provo utah by the authors
1994

romig ronald E david whitmer faithful dissenter witness apart in differing 23 44
rose judith H and charlton D rose ila jones harvey A life history
claremont calif by the authors 1993
russell william D richard price leading publicist of the reorganized
319 42
churchs
churche schismatics in differing 31942
saunders richard L the fruit of the branch francis gladden bishop and
his culture of dissent in differing 102 19
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235

schindehette susan toby kahn and alyshia tate A hit as a miss people
weekly 42 august 8 1994 32 33 amy osmond
schlup leonard utah maverick frank J cannon and the politics of conscience in 1896 UHQ fall 335 48
scott mark reflections on howard W hunter in jerusalem an interview
YU studies no 46 15
with teddy kollek BBYU
shelton ken fishing the stream utah business 7 mayjune
May June 1994
maejune
16 28 stephen R covey
franklin quest appointment with destiny utah business 7 janu
ary February 1994 44 52 hyrum W smith
aryfebruary
mcclellin
Lellin
shipps jan and john W welch eds the journals of william E Mc
mclellin
1831 1836 provo utah BYU studies urbana university of illinois
press 1994
shuff john the natural order at his death the LDS church pays tribute
to the life of ezra taft benson salt lake city magazine 5 july
august 1994 13
shuff margaret mary soaking up the sun salt lake city magazine 5 jan
uary February 1994 52
uaryfebruary
55 grethe and chase peterson
5255
sillito john and constance L lieber letters from exile plural marriage
from the perspective of martha hughes cannon in AML annual
1177 82
silver joel modem printed forgeries some basic sources AB bookjans
Book
mans
bookmans
weekly 93 march 28 1333 42 mark hofmann
slaughter william W C R savage A pioneer legacy in black and white
pioneer 41 septemberoctober
September October 1994 8 15
smith le grande whiting portrait of the minister as a converted man
digest april 22 30 dong sull choi
smith marcus L jean rio baker 0 slavery how I1 hate thee women july
45
39
3945

jean rio baker sunday a beautiful morning women june 29 34
jean rio baker unseen and unknown danger women august

50 55
haori
ii
saori li

low repaying the feeling women march

9 20

smith thales

A balkan adventure humanitarian missionaries in albania
33
2633
JCA
jc4 fall 26
jck
smith timothy K whats so effective about stephen covey fortune
26
december 12 1994 116
11626
smoot margaret first a dream BYM november 3 4 abraham 0 smoot
snow walter H harold stafford snow servant of god st george utah by

34

the author 1994
solomon mary karen bowen and donna jenkins bowen
cormons
Mor mons
Public ans sinners and mormons
nistoun kane publicans

elizabeth denin covenant

212 30

sorensen carole gates gates of hellhole an authorized biography of
tuomas
thomas gates superintendent yuma territorial prison 1886 1888
1893 1896 bountiful utah carr publishing 1994
18931896
sorensen daniel P richard wirthlin theres no place like home utah
September October 1994 28 34
business 7 septemberoctober
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south kristin hacken introduction to the journal of emma lorena barrows
brown BYU studies no 435 45
ed emma lorena barrows brown journal january 1878 september
1879 BYU studies no 446 69
mans journey in search of freedom salt lake city
tanner obert C one mansjourney
humanities center university of utah 1994
taylor beth hobbs and genan T anderson G lloyd hobbs A pioneer boy
remembers salt lake city international society daughters of utah
pioneers 1994
taylor samuel W taylor made tales salt lake city aspen books 1994
williams terry tempest the village watchman salt lake city magazine
5 March
64 alan romney dixon
April 1994 60
marchapril
6064
jeanine gerald N lund behind the
ebe work and the glory euis
tewjeanine
ebis
tew
this peo62
6062
ple holiday 60
thurston dawn paula burton teaching liberty and justice for all
women july 5563
55 63
trailblazer idahos quiet man larry echohawk may become the nations
first native american governor people weekly june 6 1994 128
np 1994
tue
ad ed ap
the two worlds ofjobn
of john peacock wood 2d
van orden bruce hyrum smith brother of the prophet MHM july
august 18
23 48
1823
van wagoner richard S sidney rigdon A portrait of religious excess salt
lake city signature books 1994
van wyngarden bruce man of vision ophthalmologys roger hiatt Is stepping down after nearly thirty years JCA spring 50 54
verschoof claire marina noorlander musical notes on transparent paper
women may 67 73
vetterli richard and brad E hainsworth in the lions den the story of
senator orrin hatch springville
Spring ville utah cedar fort 1994
vogel dan james colin brewster the boy prophet who challenged mormon authority in differing 120 39
walker joseph jane elizabeth manning james A profile in courage faith
resiliency and hope pioneer 41 May
maejune
mayjune
June 1994 16 19
neffe and curtis taylor the burning within carson city nev
wallace Ra
ranelle
gold leaf press 1994
warner karen huebne
nesterova
terova beyond the
kuebne barbara lockhart and klara Nes
gold women august 59 70
lils
rills
corralls
corrills
ills rejection of
Cor liis
winn kenneth H such republicanism as this john con
prophetic rule in differing 45 75
winters charlene prisoner BYM may 44 47 james A bell
Kim balls golden moments spring
white arnold dee comp JJ golden kimballs
ville utah cedar fort 1994
yorgason blaine and brenton yorgason joseph smith tarred and feathered orem utah grandin book 1994 childrens
joseph smiths eleven dollar surgery orem utah grandin book
1994 childrens
yorgason brenton G quiet miracles A true story of love and courage
american fork utah covenant communications 1994
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contemporary ISSUES
mormons and the mormon church
issues facing cormons
postmodernity
postmodemity
abbott scott will we find zion or make it an essay on Post
modernity and
revelation sunstone december 16 21
adams gregory L LDS catholic and secular perspectives on development
in the dominican republic masters thesis brigham young university 1994
adler jerry and daniel glick no room no rest newsweek august 1
cormons
Mor mons objecting that limits of six on backcountry
back country
1994 46 52 mormons
camping parties places a hardship on families
ailred
allred
alired nissa C bengtson active latter day saint working mothers their
anred
aured
effect on their daughters future plans masters thesis brigham
young university 1994
anderson lavina fielding the september six in religion 3388
MWF
anderson lynn matthews under the umbrella MWT
mut march 8 relief

society
Psycho biography of
anderson robert D toward an introduction to a psychobiography
joseph smith dialogue fall 249 72
ashurst mcgee angela great with child pregnancy narratives by mormon
women honors project brigham young university 1994
austin mike gender and spirituality in the post industrial LDS family
MWT march 1 3
MWF
bahr stephen J religion and adolescent drug use A comparison of mor
mons and other religions in contemporary 118 37
ball terry B faith and the scientific method in a school in zion in foundat ions 127 33
dations
barker shane be the hero of your own life story salt lake city bookcraft
1994
campaign 94 new republic 211 november 14
barnes
bames fred donkey kong campaign94
1994 12 13 kennedy vs romney
benson alvin K teaching scientific and religious truths at a school in
zion in foundations 135 43
benson era comes to a close mormonism researched fall 1994 4 8
bergera gary james religion and academics at brigham young university
A recent historical perspective in religion 93 113
cormons and
bergin alien
ailen E and others religion and mental health mormons
allen
138 58
other groups in contemporary 13858
cormons face AIDS crisis ND no 813
bisexual mormons
borzillo carrie moral values are bottom line at bonneville mormon
owned web seeks to better community billboard 106 february 5
1994 86
boyce janine messages from the manuals twelve years later dialogue
summer 205 17
bradley martha sonntag the struggle to emerge leaving brigham young
university in religion 123 39
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brinley douglas E strengthening your marriage and family gospel perspec tives for becoming better companions and parents salt lake
spectives
city bookcraft 1994
brookhiser richard true west manners in hawaii national review 46
december 31 1994 63 64
browning gary L out of obscurity the emergence of the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints in that vast empire of russia in DS
27 35
buchanan frederick S academic freedom forever however
in religion 73 85
bullough bonnie A feminist comparison of
ofmormonism
mormonism and humanism
in religion 117 22
bullough vern L A humanist view of religious universities in religion
63 72
bunderson eileen D side by side desk by desk gender equity in the
schools in covenant 116 25
burgess allan K and max H molgard being a terrific teen in troubled

times guidance and inspiration for youth parents and leaders
salt lake city bookcraft 1994
bush lester E ethical issues in reproductive medicine A mormon perunmultiply 183 215
inmultiply
spec
spective
tive In multiply
bytheway john what 1I1I wish id known in high school A crash course in
teenage survival salt lake city deseret book 1994
callahan sidney two by two the case for monogamy commonweal
mormons
121 july 15 1994 6 8 brief mention of cormons
Mormons
cannon J W mathematical parables BYU studies no 481 107
case tony are editors missing the boat editor and publisher 127 may
21 1994 14 15
beliefs outside the judeo
fudeo christian mainstream
buddhism mormonism the new age movement routinely are overlooked
mormons
mons and indians beliefs
Mor
chadwick bruce A and stan L albrecht cormons
policies programs and practices in contemporary 287 309
chamberlain mark david the role of religion in coping A qualitative
mormons
mons phd diss brigham young university 1993
Mor
study of eight cormons
66 70
chandler rebecca of primary concern sunstone december 6670
ND no
chase dallas deseret book releases book on homosexuality IND

712 27 28

AD no 86
idaho narrowly defeats anti gay initiative ND
AD no 827 30
chazanov mathis A matter of silence ND
built in resistance in
christensen harold T the persistence of chastity builtin
mormon culture to secular trends in multiply 67 84
cline vivian R dating dining dancing and other teen dilemmas salt
lake city bookcraft 1994
cole jeffrey thomas religion in eastern germany spiritual force or
anachronism masters thesis california state university fullerton
mormans
mormons
Mon
mons
Mor nons
1994 mentions freiberg monnons
corcella karen the soul of a charitable machine wall street and technology 11 may 1994 72 74 76 77 deseret trust company
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cornwall marie

239

the institutional role of mormon women

in contempo-

rary 239 64

introduction toward a sociological analysis of mormonism in
contemporary 1199
dalphonse sherri inside the temple for twenty years its been a shining
light washingtonian 30 november 1994 96
99
9699
dastrup suzanne little perspectives on divorce tuna on brown bread in

covenant 56 61
1993 94 published in peoria
the defender rush utahs newsletter 1 2 199394
arizona by eborn books on anti mormon activities
Ma
macleans
cleans october 31 1994 35 37
demont john A lion in winter macmeans
mitt romney
denniston lyle church v state room for improvement in kiryas
kirbas joel
August 1994 97 99
julyaugust
the american lawyer July
dimond amy E keep this from your kids all work and no play strains
family life BYM august 6 7
dixon helen E money wont buy it women january 4 7
doubleday veronica holy cities salt lake city new york dillon press
1994

dugan beth religion and food service cornell hotel and restaurant
administration quarterly 35 december 1994 80 85
dushku judy A parable for our times exponent no 215
remembering sonja exponent no 35
ys for highly effective
keys
dyer william G and phillip R kunz 10 critical ke
mormon families insights from 200 successful latter day saint
Springville utah cedar fort 1994
families springville
ite church contemporary african
embry jessie L black saints in a whire
white
mormons
Mormons salt lake city signature books 1994
american cormons
england eugene no respecter of persons A mormon ethics of diversity
dialogue winter 79 100
what covenant will god receive in the desert sunstone september 26 34
eyre linda and richard eyre teaching your children responsibility new
york simon and schuster 1994 previously published as teaching
1982.1
19821
1982
children responsibility salt lake city deseret book 1982.
farr cecilia konchar dancing through the doctrine observations on religion and feminism in religion 141 51
Fe
sandy M mormon biblical scholars views lead to charge of
fernandez
mandez
apostasy chronicle of higher education 40 march 2 1994 aig
alg
david P wright
fineman howard slouching toward defeat newsweek october 10
1994 30 3 11 mitt romney
XU ther thou goest
fischer lane whither
boest will 1I go but 1I say unto you that ye
vuther
auther
resist not evil AMCAP 94 102
flinders neil J scholarship and the latter day saints hubris or humility
in foundations 103 11
frame randy quick change artists republican revolution becomes a
reality with the help of conservative christians christianity today
38 december 12 1994 50 53 mitt romney

fre
ire
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gantt edwin E approaching olympus or approaching zion sisyphus
moses and the myth of academic freedom in foundations 81 86
gilkey carolyn flatley verbal performance in mormon worship services
phd diss university of pennsylvania 1994
gleave robert L ye are the light of the world AMCAP 103 7
gore urges religious tolerance activism christian century 111 february 16 1994 162
63 notes murder of joseph smith
16263
graves bill americas outback manti utah trailer life 54 november
1994 130 129
1994130129

greaves sheldon cybersaints mormon settlements on the electronic frontier sunstone september 21
25
2125
gregersen juel D mormonism and the misuse of alcohol and other drugs
family perspective 27 no 1 1993 59 76
gregory sophfronia scott saints preserve Us time june 13 1994 65 66
grover mark L relief society and church welfare the brazilian experience dialogue winter 29 38
gumon
mormons
aumon emily minority cormons
Mor
mons christian century 111 february 16
1994 157
1994157

59

hafen bruce C diligence and grace BYM february 3 4
hales robert D A testimony of prophets in DS 159 66
hancock ralph C what Is a mormon intellectual this people fall 21 34
hansen bruce two worlds one university insight winter 21 27
hansen nadine R speaking to the media exponent no 314
harding becky badger mormon myth conceptions this people holiday
74 76
harris mark A

pornography and premarital sexual activity among LDS
teenagers masters thesis brigham young university 1994
harris quinton S those who desire to serve god are called JCA fall 7
hawkins alan
aladjJ and kathryn pond sargent within the walls of our own
alanj
homes the fathers involvement in child care in covenant 127 39
mormons
62
mons in multiply 249
Mor
24962
heaton tim B the demography of utah cormons
familial socioeconomic and religious behavior A comparison of
LDS and non LDS women dialogue summer 16983
169 83
heaton tim B kristen L goodman and thomas B holman in search of a
peculiar people are mormon families really different in contemporary 87 117
heaton tim and tamlyn heaton Is feminism a threat to the family sunstone september 14 17
heidinger lisa schnebly colorado city A people on the cusp of time
arizona highways 70 august 1994 38 44
helps louise breaking new ground in hanoi women february 41 51
hendrickson robert happy trails A dictionary of western expressions
vol 2 new york facts on file 1994 includes mormon
momion references
domion
throughout
hersh burton november song esquire 122 september 1994 127 32
mitt romney
hinckley gordon B the lord Is at the helm in DS 109 18
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hoang jade lifes little book of remindersfor
reminders for latter day saints american
fork utah covenant communications 1994
holman thomas mark chamberlain and darrel chamberlain 1I1I do 1I1I did
what now couples talk about making marriage better american
fork utah covenant communications 1994
holmes gail geo doors opening now to old council bluffs nauvoo
spring 3 7

mormon pension fund buys northside
North side building jack16 22 1994 11
sonville businessjournal
business journal 9 september 1622
ccone laurence R and carrie A miles dealing with social change
ianna
lanna
iannaccone
churche response to change in womens roles in
the mormon churchs
contemporary 265 86
an interview with john bennion WRA
WRI 133 44
wel
wei
introvigne massimo almost mormon almost christian the image of the
RLDS church in contemporary anti
antl mormonism JWHAJ 11 23
the devil makers contemporary evangelical fundamentalist anti
mormonism dialogue spring 153 69
ireland doug troubles of teddy last hurrah for the last brother nation
259 november 14 1994 569 73 mitt romney
jacobson cardell K and others black mormon converts in the united
states and africa social characteristics and perceived acceptance in
contemporary 326 47
jamison rebecca the use of formulaic expressions in mormon meetings
in DLLS 55 57
johnson eric jeffrey holland becomes apostle howard W hunter LDS
prophet number fourteen mormonism researched fall 1994 5
johnson matthew ty the development of a computer based book of mormon reading program for the MTC classroom masters thesis
brigham young university 1994
jones barbara barrington and brad wilcox straight talk
taik
tor
for parents what
talkfor
teenagers wish they could tell you salt lake city deseret book

horak kathy

1994

judis john B campaign 94 Stormin mormon new republic 211 november 7 1994 20 22 mitt romney
rebb
Refi
refigion
religion
kadlecek jo public school students get rebi
glon legally christianity
gion
today
today 38 november 14 1994 74 released time religious education
kapp ardeth greene what stripling warriors learn from their mothers

women may 4488
kilbride philip L plural marriage for our times A reinvented option
westport conn bergin and garvey 1994
knowlton david gringo Jeringo anglo mormon missionary culture in
bolivia in contemporary 218 36
kristol irving why religion Is good for the jews commentary 98
august 1994 19 21 mention of the mormon population
kurtz paul overview humanism and the idea of freedom in religion
xvii xxiii
xviii
cxiii
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lebaron

E

dale black africa prepared and waiting for the glorious day

MHM
MHH March
April 18 27
marchapril

119 26
lockhart barbara day absolute truth in academe in foundations 11926
lofgreen charlotte D mongolia the morning breaks women february
9 26

loveless cheri who put the self in self esteem this people fall 45
50
4550
lyon joseph L kent gardner and richard E gress cancer incidence
mormons and non cormons
mormons in utah united states 197185
among cormons
1971 85
cancer causes and control 5 march 1994 149
56
14956
mackelprang romel W they shall be one flesh sexuality and contemporary mormonism in multiply 47 66
maremont mark mitt romney could be teddye
teddys bugbear business week
february 7 1994 34
markstrom adams carol greta hofstra and kirk dougher the ego virtue
of fidelity A case for the study of religion and identity formation in
adolescence journal of youth and adolescence 23 august 1994
453 69
marwick laura M from mormon to evangelical A look at disaffiliation and
conversion masters thesis brigham young university 1994
mattson rondi and janet S scharman divorce in mormon women A qualitative study AMCAP 39 60
mauss armand L the mormon struggle with assimilation and identity
midcentury
century dialogue spring 129 49
trends and developments since Mid
refuge and retrenchment the mormon quest for identity in contemporary 24 42
maxwell neal A out of the best faculty BYM february 30 33 48
mccully sharon P childrens voices who Is listening in covenant
108 15
mcfarland peggy A and cheryle
cherylj
cheryl
Chery
lJJ carter becoming women of strength
american fork utah covenant communications 1994

chers

mcghie lynn the gardens at temple square the four seasons utah
19941
lynn mcghie assoc
alsoc 1994
mckean jim church reaches worldwide membership via integrated
Tele
comm communications news 31 july 1994 10 12
telecomm
mcnamara mary lou secularization or sacralization the change in LDS
church policy on blacks in contemporary 310 25
mcpherson david L trust no one to be your teacher teaching at BYU a
sacred trust in foundations 153 58
measuring mainline vital signs christian century 111 december 21
mormons
cormons
1994 1214 Mor
mons underrepresented in positions of power compared with their presence in the general population
cormons
mons swiss review of world
Mor
meier reinhard americas prosperous mormons
affairs december 1994 26 28
cormons
Mor mons new statesman and society 7 februmilne kirsty municipal mormons
ary 4 1994 23
mooney carolyn J biblical scholar at brandeis Is excommunicated by
church of jesus christ of latter day saints chronicle of higher edu18 1994 a18 david P wright
cation 40 may 181994
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mormons
cormons
Mor mons at days end economist april 9 1994 30
morrison alexander B let your light so shine in covenant 63 76
nebeker scott an honor code in a school in zion recognizing the
covenant community in foundations 21 24
nelsen kaylene spiritual experience helps keep teens on track study
shows BYM august 10
nelson dennis E professional organizations whither thou goest
boest will I1

go

AMCAP 81 93

response has the light of the world experienced brownout
AMCAP 115 17

response

to love the lord Is to hate evil

proverbs 813

AMCAP

14
108
10814

new president for mormon church
601
1994 600
600601

christian century

111

june

15 22

newell L jackson freedom of conscience individual right or social
responsibility in religion 31 39
nicholls shelly risk taking predispositions among mormon women
improving communication about health and environmental risks
masters thesis brigham young university 1994
IGI 1993 ediigi
nichols elizabeth L the international genealogical index igl
tion genealogicaljournal
genealogical journal
Genealogic
alJournal 22 no 3 1994 45 58
nielsen talmage like unto leaven jck
JCA
jc4 fall 8 11 church medical missions

nielson john D racial mixing in brazil the spread of the gospel and
nephis racial and ethnic attitudes NP december 32 35
obrien elizabeth and others founder effect assessment of variation in
genetic contribution among founders human biology 66 april
1994 185 204 mormon population subject of study
cormons
genetic structure of the utah mormons
Mor
mons comparison of results based
grees
pedigrees
Pedi
on RFLPs blood groups migration matrices isonymy and pedigreed
human biology 66 october 1994 743 59
olson terrance D why Is it so hard to raise todays children this people holiday 24 31
ostler david R and brent H ostler whats in that glass of water JCA
filtration
fall 34 39 missionaries in russia water nitration
oswald delmont R A lone man in the garden in multiply 231 38
otterstrom samuel M the international diffusion of the mormon church
masters thesis brigham young university 1994
owen carolyn G the real writing process or what 1I will tell my writing
students if im being honest in foundations 31 38
parker todd B Is it love the feeling you feel when you feel you are
going to feel a feeling you never felt before in serving 185 95
parry keith the mormon missionary companionship in contemporary
182 206
paxman sue adding another floor exponent no 42
andjoleen
joleen exponent no 32 5
goodbye helen and
sustaining each other exponent no 22
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pearson dale F absolute truth and an imperfect world the search for
knowledge and understanding in foundations 113 18
peck elbert eugene its the community folks sunstone december
10 11
1011

the outer limits sunstone february

10 12

tolerance

peterson F ross tenure as a tool in religion 87 92
peterson levi S the art of dissent among the mormons
cormons
Mormons sunstone february 33 39
in defense of a mormon erotica in multiply 239 47
plenert gerhard the gospel and business goals digest january 71 73
reprinted from international industrial goals Is there a gospel context to guide Us in proceedings of the laying the foundations symHoU aday
neilj
nell
neli
posium march 22 23 1991 ed neil
neilaJ flinders and valerie holladay
99 100 provo utah college of education brigham young university
1992.
1992

preston cheryl
177 85

the prophets

B

armies of light A report on troop morale in covenant

mantle

economist 331 june

11

1994

24

howard W

hunter
lii knowledge CDs and scripture digest january 29 33
ill
merrill
pugmire men
menill
quinn D michael dilemmas of feminists and intellectuals in the contemporary LDS church sunstone june 67 73
rich laura salt lake city the promised land inside media march 30
199425
1994 23 24
199423
richards P scott and richard W potts spiritual techniques and issues in
counseling A preliminary report of a survey of LDS psychotherapists
in foundations 87 89
mormons aim at latin america catholics lose
robbins jim aggressive cormons
ground in evangelical ferment national catholic reporter 30 january 28 1994 8
roberts alien
ailen dale academic freedom at brigham young university free
allen
inquiry in religious context in religion 43 62
rosenberg debra see teddy run scared newsweek august 1 1994 25
mitt romney
rowles genevieve temple square throws the switch sunset 193
december 1994 16 17
rubin rita deadly family trees A new project tracks a high cholesterol
gene that kills early US news and world report january 24 1994
72 uses the vast genealogy resources of the church
71
7172
sandberg karl C mormonism and the puritan connection the trails of
mrs anne hutchinson and several persistent questions bearing on
church governance sunstone february 20 32
scharman janet S relationship issues in LDS blended families AMCAP
15 38
shepherd gordon and gary shepherd sustaining a lay religion in modem
society the mormon missionary experience in contemporary

161 81
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shipps jan making saints in the early days and the latter days in con64 83
temp orary 6483
temporary
skinner andrew C to be or not to be a renaissance man some historical roots help resolve the dilemma in foundations 145 51
iki the challenge of
thessaloniki
smith le grande W trial and triumph in Thessalon
opening greece for the preaching of the gospel digest july 20 34
smith marcus L pipes that speak praise digest january 15 25
MWF july 1 8 10
smith marion B the silence of sexual abuse MWT
smith scott S A closer look at betty eadies near death experience fate
47 march 1994 54 59
smolowe jill tough time for teddy time october 10 1994 32 mitt

romney
sonne kathryn turley re visioning women and men in a feminine spiriMWT march 3 5
tual context MWF
sorensen elaine shaw perspectives on divorce peace after divorce in
covenant 46 50
sowell thomas how about it hillary forbes january 3 1994 80 mor
mons live a decade longer than other whites
stark rodney modernization and mormon growth the secularization thesis revisited in contemporary 13 23
starobin paul this ones no snap for ted kennedy nationaliournal
national journal 26
october 22 1994 2465 66 mitt romney
station cancels shows critical of churches national catholic reporter 30
january 21 1994 3
por
playa inspirationor
stewart michael daddy come out and play
or leading and
inspiration
for
nurturing your family american fork utah covenant communications 1994

stone ann gardner fertile ground exponent no 22
stott suzanne thoughts on impaired fertility exponent no 23
Worldviews LDS women and telestout daniel A resolving conflicts of worldviews
vision AMCAP 61 79
take one book of mormon movie magic this people fall 36 39
technology in utah software valley economist 331 april 23 1994
69 70
thomas mark D the continuing quest for the historical jesus dialogue
winter 121 23
thompson jan like a rope lowered from heaven this people summer
12
21
1221

tickle phyllis mormon church excommunicates five scholars over their
books publishers weekly april 25 1994 12
ill
lii if mormon women have had the priesthood
merrill
menill
toscano margaret men
since 1843 why arent they using it dialogue summer 219 26
toscano paul james the sanctity ofdissent
of dissent salt lake city signature books
1994

townsend johnny can gays really love ND no 63
6366 29
utah disciples seek high ground ministry in mormon country disciple
132 august 1994 7 9
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von harrison grant use the book of mormon to teach reading handbook for parents for use with children between 5 and 12 years of
age provo utah by the author 1994
waller douglas and evan thomas the old boys club fights for its exiscormons
Mor mons
tence newsweek october 10 1994 32 34 CIA recruits mormons
weigand robert E managing beliefs managing silence business horizons 37 November
December 1994 58 65 marriott hotels mornovemberdecember
mon beliefs
weisberg jacob family matters ted kennedy Is running a lackluster campaign against a strong opponent in an anti incumbent year so why
does it look like hell win new york magazine 27 november 7
1994 28 30 mitt romney
west steven
stevenaA pure religion dark
clark memorandum fall 1994 14 211
whitaker richard jr precept guided patterning processes A qualitative
study of how LDS church members are prepared for marriage phd
diss brigham young university 1994
white randall and erica frank health effects and prevalence of vegetarianism western journal of medicine 160 may 1994 465 70 commormons
pares seventh day adventists with cormons
Mor
mons
williams richard N where your heart Is there will your treasure be
also intellectual allegiance in a school in zion in foundations
75 79
williams terry funds try new realty route limited liability company
used as investment vehicle pensions and investments 22 march 2 11
1994 52 mentions mormon church pension fund
willmer wesley K giving to religion in the 21st century boom or bust
fund raising management 25 april 1994 44 51 americans are
becoming more catholic mormon and unaffiliated
wilson william A powers of heaven and hell mormon missionary narratives as instruments of socialization and social control in contemporary 207 17

wittwer sherri devashrayee gone too soon the life and loss of infants
and unborn children american fork utah covenant communica-

tions 1994
wixom hartt and judene wixom when angels intervene to save the chilSpring ville utah cedar fort 1994 Co keville wyoming bombdren springville
ing incident
wolper allan off campus paper took heat for expose on athletes editor
and publisher 127 november 5 1994 16 18
wood david R investigating the impact of family religion education and
gender on the future adult role orientations of LDS youth phd
diss brigham young university 1994
mormons use harsh
woodard joe A church that wont compromise cormons
measures on malcontents british colombia report 5 november 15
1993 29 30
199329
cormons draw flak for
an unapologetically illiberal church the mormons
expelling feminists and other leftist activists alberta report 20
november 15 1993 38
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AP december 6 10
worrell robert prepare to perform miracles NP
case rof
wright randal A the casefor
ror
for chastity helping youth stay morally clean
ap
np national family institute 1993
the power of love and affection digest february 60 69 connp national family institute
densed from the case for chastity ap
1993.1
19931
1993.
1993
1995

why good people see bad movies this people spring 30 37
np
comp building better homes and families 1401 ideas ap
national family institute 1994
wright robert the gay divorce the new republic 211 december 19
1994 6 mention of polygamy
wright ruth B precious children responding to a disclosure of abuse
in covenant 140 44
young lawrence A confronting turbulent environments issues in the
of
ofmormonism in contemorganizational growth and globalization mormonism
porary 43 63
epilogue in contemporary 349 53
zirker sherri and ronald zirker families in focus women january
59 60

SCPJPTURE
DOCTRINE AND SCRIPTURE

works of a doctrinal nature as well as works published about
aspects of the mormon scriptures
abanes richard embraced by the light and the bible betty eadie and
near death experiences in the light of scripture camp hill pa horizon books 1994
adams william J jr gehis
lehis jerusalem and writing on metal plates JBOMS
spring 204 6

allred janice toward a mormon theology of god the mother dialogue
summer 15 39
farley the book of revelation today new insights for last
anderson parley
days survival bountiful utah horizon publishing 1994
anderson lynn matthews toward a feminist interpretation of latter day
scripture dialogue summer 185 203
anderson richard lloyd pauls witness to the early history of jesus ministry in apostle 1 33
armstrong richard N the rhetoric of david 0 mckay mormon prophet
american university studies series 7 theology and religion vol 92
new york peter lang 1993
ashton marvin
marvinjJ the child in the manger in christmas 134 35
aston warren P and michaela knoth aston in the footsteps of lehi new
ror
journey across arabia to bountiful salt lake city
evidence for
Lebis tourney
evidencefor
rof lebisjourney
deseret book 1994
ball terry isaials
Isaia
isaiahs
hs imagery of plants and planting in people 17 34
ball terry B old testament prophets in the book of mormon lehi
zenock neum zenos ezias in kings 258 63
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Suz arme these Fs are great on your eternal report card in servballard suzanne
ing 14 23
barber brian K choosing to choose issues of freedom and agency
digest april 70 77
barkdull larry resist not evil women february 4 7
Mo rinon JBOMS spring 113 47
barney kevin L enallage in the book of mormon
239 52
barrois bertrand C gnosticism reformed dialogue spring 23952
bateman merrill J secular learning in a spiritual environment in foundations
dations 1 8
birch A jane we have a rich tradition but we havent received it have
we sacrificed enough in foundations 9
14
9 14
bird randall C receiving the mind and will of the lord in serving 42
52
4252
AIWIF march 5 6
bishop barbara feminine spirituality A mode of being MWF
bitton davis A masterwork of mormon theology in truth xxxix xiv
black susan easton living by grace A new frontier in covenant
255 60
the spirit of elijah tenth annual harman lecture provo utah
brigham young university division of continuing education 1993
boehm bruce J wanderers in the promised land A study of the exodus
motif in the book of mormon and holy bible JBOMS spring 187 203
brewster hoyt W jr behold 1I come quickly the last days and beyond
salt lake city deseret book 1994
brooks joanna gender and spirituality or why the guerrilla Is the most
MWT
feminine creature in the spiritual jungle MWF
mut march 6 7
67
hosea in kings 61
brown S kent the book of
ofhosea
6167
brugger william the doctrine and covenants as literature NP april
22 30
bunker gary L the ultimate paradox in DS 97 108
bunker robert L the design of the liahona and the purpose of the second
fali
fail
fan 1 11
fau
spindle JBOMS fall
burgess allen
ailen
alien K and max H molgard straight talk about gospel principles what they are what they are not salt lake city bookcraft

1994

burton gideon 0 towards a mormon criticism should we ask Is this
mormon literature in AML annual 2227 33
burton R scott the hymnal of ancient israel psalms part 1 in kings
407 25

the nature of god in the psalms

psalms part 2

in kings 426 47
7 be church of
burton rulon T we believe doctrines and principles of the
jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city tabernacle books
1994

campbell beverly

mother eve mentor for todays woman

honor jck
JCA spring 37 49
jc4
cannon elaine beyond baptism

guide
A guf
ror
Gui
guidefor
for
defor

A

heritage of

new converts salt lake city

bookcraft 1994
chase dallas LDS church takes a stand ND no 76
christensen bernell
berneil L comp the prophets speak to fathers with addiquotes from various general authorities american fork utah
tional quotesfrom
covenant communications 1994 booklet
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A

249

response to david wright on historical criticism

JBOMS spring 74 93

clark harlow soderborg in the territory of irony inamlannual
2256 62
inamz annual 225662
inami
toward a theory of literary value the necessity of bearing personal
testimony in AML annual 2246 55
selections from brigham young university devotional
classic speeches 22 selectionsfrom
and fireside speeches vol 1 provo utah publications and graphics
brigham young university 1994
cook gene R christmas giving in christmas 62 65
dahl larry E the second comings of the lord in watch 134 66
daleiden joseph L church of jesus christ of latter day saints the mor
mons in the final superstition A critical evaluation of
the fudeo
judeo
ofthejudeo
christian legacy 28 37 amherst NY prometheus books 1994
avii
dant doris R attitudes and beliefs concerning women in truth ivii
lxxii

darosa victor

Is spousal abuse an unforgiveable sin
fall 1994 6

mormonism

researched
mormons
blood atonement if it was never taught why do some cormons
believe it mormonism researched winter 1994 4 6
davis todd B approaching the question of truth in light of the restoration in
la foundations 25 30
84
dayley K newell and also by faith in DS 75
7584
dixon helen E the trouble with talent women august 4 7
draper richard D the book of daniel in kings 320 33
the book of malachi in kings 365 72
the book of zechariah in kings 351 58
aoe A latter day warning from the book of mormon
ate
hubris and ata
JBOMS fall 12 33
eames rulon D the book of
ofzephaniah
zephaniah

in kings 178 83
ehat andrew F who shall ascend into the hill of the lord sesquicentennial reflections of a sacred day may 4 1842 in temples 48 62
england eugene fidelity polygamy and celestial marriage in multiply
103 22

evenson william

the

universe creation and evolution achs
chs
3 5 9 10 12 21 23 25 29
32 in truth cxi
axi cxxix
2932
Peacemakers in DS 85 96
eyring henry B blessed are the peacemakers
the marketplace of ideas provo utah FARMS 1994 booklet
faulconer james E how to study the book ofmormon
of mormon provo utah FARMS
1994 booklet
the olive tree and the work of god jacob 5 and romans 11
II in
allegory 347 66
faust james E enhancing secular knowledge through spiritual knowledge
and faith in addresses delivered at the 1994 annual university
conference provo utah brigham young university 1994 26 29
the voice of the spirit in DS 1 8
ferraiuolo perucci scholars scrutinize popular dakes bible christianity
today 38 january 10 1994 50 mention of mormon theology
flake kathleen rendering to the corporation A personal ecclesiology
sunstone december 23 28
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foster lawrence between heaven and earth mormon theology of the
family in comparative perspective in multiply 1 17
fowles john L the jewish lectionary and book of mormon prophecy
JBOMS fall 118 22
freeman robert C pauls earnest pursuit of spiritual gifts

in apostle

34 46

fuller barney R the burning of a strange fire forty years in mormonism
lafayette la huntington house 1994
gee john and daniel C peterson graft and corruption on olives and
olive culture in the pre modem mediterranean in allegory 186 247
gibbons ted L nowhere else to go digest april 16 20
gileadi avraham the literary message of isaiah new york Hebra
eus
hebraeus

press 1994
gillum gary P romans 1117 24 A bibliography of commentaries in
allegory 367 72
gladstone bill report from salt lake city utah avotaynu 10 spring
cormons
Mormons baptize holocaust vic1994 10 11 includes side article mormons
tims
godfrey donald G zina young williams card no ordinary frontier
woman paper presented at the mormon history association may
19 22 1994 park city utah
gorton H clay ne
luban
the legacy of the brass plates of
laban A comparison of
oflaban
biblical and book of mormon isaiah texts bountiful utah horizon
1994
oftelestial
the transitory nature of
telestial knowledge digest march 53 66
griffith michael T A ready reply answering challenging questions about
the gospel bountiful utah horizon 1994
griggs C wilfred an hebrew of the hebrews pauls language and
47 64
thought in apostle 4764
garym
garam
M and john W welch the decapitation ofshiz
of shiz insights
hadfield gary
no 972
hafen bruce C and marie K hafen the belonging heart the atonement
and relationships with god and family salt lake city deseret book
1994

eve heard all these things and was glad grace and learning
leaming by
experience in covenant 16 33
hall john franklin the olive in greco roman religion in allegory
248 61

hamblin william J history of religion achs
chs 11 13 15 20 22 46 in
coxx cxxxi
truth cxxx
metal plates and the book of mormon insights no 952
sacred writings on bronze plates in the ancient mediterranean
provo utah FAJRMS
earms
farms 1994
temp les 440 76
temple motifs in jewish mysticism in temples
hammond F melvin balance A perspective of peace AMCAP 1 14
hanks marion D christ manifested to his people in temples 3328
28
truth A shield to memory digest july 10 19 reprinted from
26 29
clark
2629
dark memorandum fall 1990 2629.
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the

moral atonement as a mormon interpretation dialogue spring 195 227
hatch gary layne paul among the rhetoricians A model for proclaiming
apostle 65 79
christ in inapostle
x1vii lv
rhetoric in truth xlvii
saints and Sophis ts rhetoric and the restored gospel in foundations 39 45
hauck F richard ancient fortifications and the land of
mantl this peomanti
ofmanti
ple summer 46 55
archaeology and the setting of the book of mormon inis
ibis people
this
spring 70
83
7083
7
of
63
people fall 52
in search of the land ofnephi
this
5263
bis
Zarah emla ibis
this people holiday 64 70
the trail to zarahemla
hauglid brian M sacred time and the temple
tempie in temples 636 45
hess wilford M and others botanical aspects of olive culture relevant to
484 562
jacob 5 in allegory 484562
hinckley gordon B what shall 1I do then with jesus which Is called

hansen lorin K

nephi

christ in christmas 1155
holmes david I1 vocabulary richness and the book of mormon A stylo
metric analysis of mormon scripture research in humanities computing 3 1994 18 3 11
holzapfel richard neitzel establishing zion in preparation for the second
coming in watch 105
33
10533
holzapfel richard neitzel and david rolph seely my fathers house temple worship and symbolism in the new testament salt lake city
bookcraft 1994
homer michael W similarity of priesthood in masonry the relationship
between freemasonry and mormonism dialogue fall 1 113
honey david B the secular as sacred the historiography of the title
page JBOMS spring 94 103
hopkins richard R biblical Alor
mormonism
monism responding to evangelical critialof
7theology bountiful utah horizon 1994
LDS beology
cism of
oflds
oflas
horn
hom
hob vim charity the pure love of christ witness no 846 8
hoskisson paul Y the allegory of the olive tree in jacob in allegory
70 104
W brigham youngs united order
huff kent
orden A contextual interpretation
kenow
kentw
Think tank 1994
casebook edition provo utah theological thinktank
hunter howard W more humility and patience and forgiveness sunstone september 88
jack elaine L from grace to grace in covenant 1 3
jackson kent P all things point to christ in kings 1 3
authorship of the book of isaiah in kings 80 85
avoiding deception in the last days in watch 1 15
the book of joel in kings 359 64
A chronology of the old testament in kings 484 88
comfort my people isaiah 34 50 in kings 128
45
12845
1
I will
wui be your god ezekiel 25 36 in kings 286 99
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jackson kent P the lord Is there ezekiel 37 48 in kings 300 319
ed and comp joseph smiths commentary on the bible salt lake
city deseret book 1994
jacobs curtis L the great game plan of god in serving 138 45
jensen jay E likening luke 2 to our lives in christmas 109 10
comans choices
johnson clare hardy keeping the second estate A womans
JCA spring 20 27
johnson D lynn the missing scripture n JBOMS fall 84 93
markj the exodus of
johnson maraj
lehi
lehl revisited JBOMS fall 123 26
oflehi
jones barbara barrington listening to the still small voice in serving

judd

155 62
frank F
35 48

jr

melchizedek seeking after the zion of enoch in people

keller jeffrey E gender and spirit in multiply 171 82
keller roger R the book of esther in kings 386 90
king arthur henry language themes in jacob 5 the vineyard of the lord
of hosts Is the house of israel isaiah 57 in allegory 14073
140 73
kraut ogden comp sermons and writings of the restoration vol 1 salt
lake city pioneer press 1994
a new writing the book of mormon
lambert neal E and there was
as a never ending text in AML annual 2196200
2196 200
lamoreaux adam D the work of ezra and nehemiah ezra 7 10
nehemiah in kings 373 85
clark hebrew concepts of adoption and redemption in the
oark
lane jennifer dark
writings of paul in apostle 80 95
the lord will redeem his people adoptive covenant and redemption in the old testament in people 49 60
lane keith H after ye have received so many witnesses symbolic
action in alma 32 34 in AML annual 2201 6
the persuasive book of mormon digest january 35 42
guly breeze UFOs measures of the planet earth and
Guy
larson kenneth lloyd guybreeze
gulf
guif
nem
new jerusalem los angeles calif by the author 1994
designs of the newjerusalem
larson stan ed the truth the way the life an elementary treatise on
theology the masterwork ofbh roberts san francisco calif smith
research associates 1994
larue
lame gerald A secular and religious interpretations of scripture in religion 17
30
1730
elijahs
elijass
jahs mission his keys powers and blessings from the
lebaron E dale Eli
old testament to the latter days in people 61 73
leigh alien
ailen W A look at ephesians 28 9 dialogue winter 163 64
allen
lockhart barbara day what it really means to be fit are we laying foundations of gospel truth digest january 50 55 adapted from
observations of a newcomer are we laying the foundations of
gospel truth or are we laying gospel truth aside in proceedings
of the laying the foundations symposium march 22 23 1991 ed
HoUaday 107 10 provo utah college of
neil
nell
neli J flinders and valerie holladay
neilj
hon
neila
education brigham young university 1992.
1992
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loveless A scott what in the world Is love this people holiday 40 5 11
loveless cheri entering the ark this people holiday 32 38
ludlow daniel H ed jesus christ and his gospel selections from the
encyclopedia of
mormonism salt lake city deseret book 1994
ofmormonism
ludlow victor L the book of habakkuk in kings 187
92
18792
lund gerald N if ye are prepared ye shall not fear in watch 192 219
lundquist john M the legitimizing role of the temple in the origin of the
state in temples 179 235
temple covenant and law in the ancient near east and in the old
testament in temples 272 94
what Is a temple A preliminary typology in temples 83 117
what Is reality in temples 622 35
madsen truman G the olive press A symbol of christ in allegory 1 10
27 33 in truth lxxiii
ixxiii xcv
philosophy achs
chs 1 3 8 26
2627
icv
the radiant life salt lake city bookcraft 1994
the temple and the atonement in temples 63 79
the temple and the atonement provo utah FARMS 1994 booklet
marsh W jeffrey unto Us a child Is born salt lake city bookcraft 1994
marsh W jeffrey and ron R munns miracles and blessings old testament
stories with present da
dayy parallels salt lake city bookcraft 1994
the new testament
tor
for today salt lake city bookcraft 1994
testamentfor
matthews darrell L the book of obadiah in kings 264 66
matthews robert J behold the messiah new testament insights from
latter day revelation salt lake city bookcraft 1994
the jerusalem council in apostle 96 109
our heritage from joseph of israel in people 1 16
the role of the house of israel in the last days in watch 63 104
maxwell neal A called to serve in DS 12738
127 38
the christmas scene salt lake city bookcraft 1994 booklet
lord increase our faith salt lake city bookcraft 1994
mcconkie joseph fielding false christs in watch 3962
39 62
sons and daughters of god the loss and restoration of our divine
inheritance salt lake city bookcraft 1994
mccune george M the blessings of temple marriage in the church of
ad ed salt lake city hawkes 1993
jesus christ of latter day saints 2d
an american garden of eden mormonism
mckeever bill W J
researched summer 1994 4 5
quetzalcoatl mythical god or the jesus of mormonism mormonism researched winter 1994 5
mckinlay daniel B temple imagery in the epistles of peter in temples
492 514
mellott ed christian assurance

68

mormonism researched winter 1994

meservy keith A god Is with Us isaiah 1 17 in kings 86 107
middleton michael W tn
in process of time working and waiting for zion

in foundations

15 19

paul among the prophets obtaining a crown
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millet robert L the atonement in the book ofmormon
of mormon provo utah FARMS
1994 booklet
christ centered living salt lake city bookcraft 1994
167 91
life in the millennium in watch 16791
doctrines from the book of mormon
the power of the word saving doctrinesfrom
salt lake city deseret book 1994
walking in newness of life doctrinal themes of the apostle paul
in apostle 132 50
miner alan C A chronological setting for the epistles of mormon to
moroni JBOMS fall 94 113
mulder william telling it slant aiming for truth in contemporary mor26
AML annual 2216
mon literature in
221626
inamz
inami
nadauld stephen D increasing faith reaffirming trust rekindling love
in DS 119 26
ands
inds
newell lloyd D may peace be with you messages from the spoken
word salt lake city deseret book 1994
newmeyer karen haroldsen true patriotism women july 75 79
nibley hugh W ancient temples what do they signify in temples
49
399 410 reprint from ensign 2 september 1972 46 49.
brother brigham challenges the saints collected works of hugh
nibley vol 13 salt lake city deseret book provo utah FARMS 1994
A house of glory in temples 29 47
on the sacred and the symbolic in temples 535621
535 621
oaks dallin H gospel teachings about lying clark
dark memorandum spring
12 19
1994
199412
the historicity 0of the book of mormon provo utah FARMS 1993
transcript of a talk given at the october 29 1993 FARMS annual din-

abl

f

ner
sins and mistakes ands
in DS 195 204
inds
60
ogden D kelly the book of amos in kings 52
5260
micah in kings 68 74
ofmicah
the book of
184 86
the book of nahum in kings 18486
the spirit of prophecy Is the testimony of jesus in people 74 83
okazaki chieko N grace and glory strength from our savior in cove-

nant

241 52

Zor amite mission mormon as
olsen steven L abridging the records of the zoramite
historian in AML annual 2212 15
ostler craigj
craige
craigJ what Is a mortal messiah in apostle 151 65
owens lance S joseph smith and kabbalah
Kabb alah the occult connection dial-

ogue fall 117 94
packer boyd K for time and all eternity the parable of the three keys
salt lake city deseret book 1994 booklet

demarcation between sacred space and profane space
the temple of herod model in temples 413 39
garden of eden prototype sanctuary in temples 126 51
introduction in temples xi xxiv
ritual anointing with olive oil in ancient israelite religion in alle-

parry donald W

gory 262 89
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symbolic action as prophecy in the old testament

in people

84 100

parry jay A and donald W parry the temple in heaven its description
and significance in temples 515 32
paulsen david L theology achs
chs 6 7 13 20 23 42 in truth xcvii cx
pearson carol lynn the interfaith search for the divine feminine MWF

november 12
peay

E L

15

Zarah
emia nephis promised land in central
emla
zarahemla
zarabemla
the lands of Zarab

america

A book ofmormon
of mormon

commentary vol

2 provo

utah by the

author 1994
perkins jerry M the patriarchal order of the priesthood of god

digest

april 33 43

perry L tom to every thing there Is a season in DS 19 25
peterson daniel C LDS scholars refute attacks on the book of mormon
inis
ibis people summer 28 33
this
ed review of books on the book of mormon 6 provo utah FARMS
1994

peterson kim M what now in serving 196 204
pike dana M the proverbs in kings 448 62
seals and sealing among ancient and latter day israelites

in people

101 17

stefinee
Stefinee nancy wentworth and brian kerr david 0 mckay
pinnegar stefanee
spiritual development in teaching and teacher education in foundations
dat ions 47 53
poole kit stranger at the gate orem utah keepsake 1993 booklet
pope margaret mcconkie tuis
this chosen generation armed with the gifts of
god spiritual gifts in the lives of latter day saints bountiful utah
1994
horizon
horizon1994
pratt orson the seer prominent works in mormon history vol 1 orem
utah grandin book 1994
pritchett bruce M jr gehis
lehis theology of the fall in its preexilicexilic conboaf5 fall 49 83
text JBOMS
boafo
raynes marybeth and erin parsons single cursedness an overview of LDS
authorities statements about unmarried people in multiply 217 30
redd
reddj
reddaJ lyman aarons consecration its nature purpose and meaning in
people 118 35
rees robert A men and women and love in AML annual 228283
2282 83
reeve rex C jr the holy ghost brings testimony unity and spiritual
gifts in apostle 166 77
zenos in allegory
reynolds noel B nephite uses and interpretations of
ofzenos
21 49
alv civil
55
rhodes michael D christ the life achs
chs 48
in truth clv
4855
seventeen years later provo
the joseph smith hypocephalus
utah FARMS 1994
richards A legrand one latter day saints pedagogy in foundations
97 101
69
richards stephen L mormon ideas of home in multiply 263
26369
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ricks stephen D the garment of adam in jewish muslim and christian
tradition in temples 705 39
liturgy and cosmogony the ritual use of creation accounts in the
ancient near east in temples 118 25
olive culture in the second temple era and early rabbinic period
in allegory 460 76
A watchman to the house of israel ezekiel 1 24
in kings
267 85

ricks stephen D and john J sroka king coronation and temple
enthronement ceremonies in history in temples 236 71
ricks stephen D and michael A carter temple building motifs mesopotamia ancient israel ugarit and kirtland in temples 152 76
riddle chauncey C creating zion in foundations 91 95
Sev entys course in theology prominent works in morroberts B H the seventys
mon history vol 5 orem utah grandin book 1994 reprinted in
one volume

roberts richard

C

the renewal

of the way ch 47

cxfix
calix
in truth cxlix

cliv

robinson stephen E enduring to the end in watch 220 29
lity in the book of mormon in AML annual
liminality
rust richard dilworth Limina
2207 11
recurrence in book of mormon narratives JBOMS spring 39 52
rytting marvin exhortations for chastity A content analysis of church litera
erature
ture in multiply 85 102
sampson joe written by the finger of god decoding ancient languages
A testimony of ofjoseph
joseph smiths translations sandy utah wellspring
1993
schwalje
schaalje
Schaalje G bruce
john L hilton and john B archer comparison of objecbrucejohn
tive author attribution techniques for original and translated works
in DLLS 81 86
scott john G A triumph of faith pauls teachings in second timothy in
apostle 178 87

seely david rolph the allegory of the olive tree and the use of related
figurative language in the ancient near east and the old testament
in allegory 290 304
chs
the bible and the dispensations from adam to abraham achs
16 18 34 38 in truth cxxxii cxl
cal
the book of jonah in kings 46 5511
ecclesiastes in kings 463 66
1 am
1I with thee to deliver thee jeremiah 1 20 in kings 214 34
kings and chronicles in kings 4 11
the lord Is our judge and our king isaiah 18 33 in kings
108 27
146 64
the lord will bring salvation isaiah 51 66 in kings 14664
32 45 52 in kings
the ministry of jeremiah jeremiah 1 25 29 3245
193 213
A prophet over the nations jeremiah 21 24 30 31 46 51
in
kings 235 52
the song of solomon in kings 467 70
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seely david rolph and john W welch zenos and the texts of the old test46
ament in allegory 322
32246
52246
seely jo ann H lamentations in kings 253 57
shenk robert the coherence of the biblical story of balaam lgb 31 51
shirts randall B on being a mormon scientist james E talmage society
1 fall 1993
3 4
silva erin R matricidal patriarchy some thoughts toward understanding
the devaluation of women in the church dialogue summer 139 55
simon josh who was jesus life december 1994 66
82 jessie
jessle
6682
oessie embrys
uessie
embras
views
chs 19 39 45 in truth cxli
skinner andrew C the atonement achs
cali cxlviii
ofhaggai
haggai in kings 346 50
the book of
israel and judah in the ninth and eighth centuries before christ
2 kings 11 17 2 chronicles 23 28
in kings 33 45
jacob in the presence of god in people 136 49
kings and prophets in divided israel 1 1I kings 12 2 kings 10
2 chronicles 10 22 in kings 20 32
the reign of hezekiah 2 kings 18 20 2 chronicles 29 32 in
kings 75 79
the return from exile ezra 1 6 in kings 334 45
skousen royal critical methodology and the text of the book of mormon
in DLLS 87 97
jacob 4466 substantive textual variants between manuscripts and
editions in inallegory
allegory 105 39
the original language of the book of mormon upstate new york
dialect king james english or hebrew JBOMS spring 28
38
2838
slack reed D the mormon belief of an inspired constitution journal of
church and state 36 winter 1994 35 56
W thomas words for women promises of
shirleyw
smith barbara B and shirley
shirleye
prophets salt lake city bookcraft 1994
smith grant tucker ive a mother there identity language and experience in mormon womens literature phd diss university of iowa
1993

smoot L douglas the two great promises in DS 167 75
snow edgar ajr
C jr of curious workmanship sunstone december 14 15
sorensen elaine shaw evening balm and morning manna daily gifts of
healing grace in covenant 262 71
sorenson john L the book ofmormon
of mormon and ancient america provo utah
FARMS 1994
booklet
evidence for tents in the book of mormon insights no 942
was there leprosy among the nephites
Nep hites insights no 962
stevens thelona the background of the inspired version restoration
January February 1994 15
17 compiled from the book of
voice 93 januaryfebruary
1517
remembrance the brass plates and the inspired version 21 28
independence mo foundation for research on ancient america

cjr

1987.1
19871
1987.
1987

Stratheam gaye the jewish and gentile missions pauls role in the
strathearn
sition in apostle 188 205
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Wife Sister experience pharaohs
Stra theam gaye the wifesister
Phara ohs introduction to
strathearn
jehovah in people 15065
150 65
szink terrence L the reign of solomon 1 kings I1 11 2 chronicles 1 9
in kings 12 19
tanner john S the book of job in kings 391 406
thomas M catherine the brother of jared at the veil in temples
388 98
38898
the doer of our deeds and the speaker of our words in DS
45 52

from malachi to john the baptist the dynamics of apostasy in
kings 471 83
hebrews to ascend the holy mount in temples 479 91
jacobs allegory the mystery of christ in allegory 11 20
the provocation in the wilderness and the rejection of grace in
people 166 77
using the book of mormon to face the tests ahead in watch
16 38
thomasson gordon C revisiting the land of jerusalem via the dead sea
scrolls insights no 932
whats in a name book of mormon language names and
metonymic naming JBOMS spring 1 27
jaredine
jaredite
thejaredite
thompson john S the
Jaredite exodus A literary perspective of a historical narrative boms
50m5 spring 104 12
JBOMS
thompson stephen E searching for the historical jesus sunstone june
58 61

african religion and mormon doctrine comparisons
and commonalities in religion in africa experience and expression ed thomas D blakely walter E A van beek and dennis L
thomson 89 99 david M kennedy center for international studies
monograph series vol 4 portsmouth NH heinemann 1994
trimble brenda the feathered serpent witness no 857 9
tvedtnes john A borrowings from the parable of zenos in allegory

thomson dennis

L

373 426

faith and truth JBOMS fall 114 17
historical parallels to the destruction at the time of the crucifixion
JBOMS spring 170 86

the

influence of gehis
lehis admonitions on the teachings of his son

jacob JBOMS fall 34 48
my first born
mess JBOMS spring 207 9
wilderness
bom in the Wilde
olive OH
oil symbol of the holy ghost in allegory 427 59
priestly clothing in bible times in temples 649 704
Wine
yard or olive orchard in allegory 477 83
vineyard
ulrich laurel thatcher resist not evil exponent no 38
underwood grant jacob 5 in the nineteenth century in allegory 50 69
valletta thomas R the book of mormon as a testimony ofjesus
of jesus christ in
serving 251 61
the exodus prophetic type and the plan of redemption in people
178 90
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volluz corbin T cry redemption the plan of redemption as taught in the
monnon JBOMS spring 148 69
book of mormon
von harrison grant Is kissing sinful orem utah keepsake paperbacks
1994 booklet
missionaries need to know god orem utah keepsake paperbacks
1994 booklet
seeing with an eye of faith orem utah grandin book 1994
walker gary lee the fall of the kingdom of judah 2 kings 21 25
2 chronicles 3336
33 36 in kings 165 77
walker steven C and ardith W walker healing what really hurts he
will ease our burdens in covenant 34 44
wardle lynn D dissent perspectives from the book of mormon JBOMS
spring 53 73
weeks clyde E jr A thousand holy temples in the earth orem utah
1994
magnificent mormon manuscripts 19941
welch john W introduction in truth xi xxxvii
benez and the book of mormon in allegory
the last words of cenez
305 21

powerful personal testimonies of christ from the book of mormon
part 1 witness no 854 7 10
powerful personal testimonies of christ from the book of mormon
part 21
2
witness no 866 11 14 15
the temple in the book of mormon the temples at the cities of
Zarah emla and bountiful in temples 297 387
nephi zarahemla
words and phrases in jacob 5 in allegory 174 85
welch john W and stephen D ricks introduction in allegory ix xiv
williams jeff J who was the pharaoh of the exodus bountiful utah horizon 1994
woolley bruce H using the tools and helps contained in the latter day
saint edition of the scriptures JCA
jck spring 14 17
jc4
yorgason blaine M spiritual progression in the last days salt lake city
deseret book 1994

HISTORY

cormons
works published about the history of mormons
Mormons mormonism and
the mormon church
adams kellene ricks giving thanks utahs rich tradition of harvesting
gratitude pioneer 41 novemberdecember
November December 1994 8 11
the mormon corridor linking great salt lake city to the pacific
pioneer 41 marchapril
March April 1994 4 7
cormons
Mormons pioneer
scouting the valley the salt lake valleys first mormons
41 julyaugust
July August 1994 16 19
alexander thomas G stewardship and enterprise the LDS church and the
wasatch oasis environment 1847 1930 western historical quarterly 25 autumn 1994 341 64
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kahline B mehr hearts turned to the
ailen james B jessie L embry and kahlile
allen
alien
fathers provo utah BYU studies 1994 95 also in BYU studies 34

no 2 entire issue

alley stephen L A first person account of pioneer industry pioneer 41
May
mayjune
maejune
June 1994 3 1
anderson jeffrey L cold shoulders hot arrows colonizing monroe utah
pioneer 41 March
April 1994 12 15
marchapril
the harvest waging a battle against nature for survival in pioneer
November December 1994 4 7
utah pioneer 41 novemberdecember
anderson richard L testimonies of the three witnesses provo utah FARMS
1994 booklet
amerand peter
PeterjJ hill eds the political economy of the
anderson terry L andpeterj
theamer
ican west lanham md rowman and littlefield 1994 mentions mor
mons

arrington leonard J history of idaho 2 vols moscow university of idaho
press boise idaho state historical society 1994
the mormon experience in idaho NP december 2 6
ashment edward H the LDS temple ceremony historical origins and
religious value dialogue fall 289 98
bagley will and harold schindler west
westfrom
from fort bridger the pioneering
1846 1850 logan utah state
of the immigrant trails across utah 18461850
university press 1994
bamburg glenn and maxine bamburg haunted mesa country uncovering
anasazi history in utah off road 28 december 1994 94 96
barkun michael religion and the racist right the origins of the christian
identity movement chapel hill university of north carolina press
1994 brief mormon content
67
bateman lucinda women of faith and healing women march 53
5367
tryed and purified as gold mormon wombeecher maureen ursenbach aryed
ens lives BYU studies no 416 34
belk russell W battling worldliness in the new zion mercantilism versus
macromarketing
marketing
homespun in nineteenth century utah journal of Macro
14 spring 1994

bell

E

9 22

jay the windows of heaven revisited the 1899 tithing reforma-

MH spring 45 83
tion JMH
benson michael T harry S truman as a modem cyrus BYU studies
no 1627
16 27 orson hydes mission to palestine
cormons meet richard F
bishop M guy the saints and the captain the mormons
burboa
burton
burtoa journal of the west 33 october 1994 28 35
bitton davis historical dictionary of mormonism Me
metuchen
tuchen NJ scarecrow 1994
the martyrdom remembered A one hundred fifty year perspective on the assassination of ofjoseph
joseph smith salt lake city aspen books
1994
the ritualization of mormon history and other essays urbana
university of illinois press 1994
blake reed H and spencer H blake the carthage tragedy the martyrjoseph smith provo utah LDS book publications 1994
dom of ofjosepb
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bohn david the larger issue sunstone february 45 63
boren karen at home in zion utahs jewish pioneers pioneer 41 may
june 1994 8 11
September October
the brothers auerbach salt lake city 5 septemberoctober
1994

31 35

pushcart psalmists poignant prose from pioneer journals pioneer
41 januaryfebruary
January February 1994 13 15
bowen marshall E utah people in the nevada desert homestead and
community on a twentieth century farmers frontier logan utah
state university press 1994
bradley martha sonntag seizing sacred space womens engagement in
early mormonism dialogue summer 57 70
mormons
bringhurst newell G joseph smith the cormons
Mormons and antebellum
reform a closer look JWHAJ 73 91
brooke john L the Refiners fire the making of mormon cosmology
1644 1844 cambridge cambridge university press 1994
brown S kent donald Q cannon and richard H jackson eds historical
atlas of mormonism new york simon and schuster 1994
brugge david M the navajo hopi land dispute an american tragedy
albuquerque university of new mexico press 1994
buerger david john the mysteries of godliness A history of mormon temple worship san francisco smith research associates salt lake city
signature books 1994
card brigham Y the canadian mormon settlements 1886 1925 A north
american perspective canadian ethnic studies 26 no 1 1994
19 39
cadd
Cari ock robert H
candock
caddock
cahi
carlock

the Hash
knife the early days of the aztec land and
hashknife

lore press 1994
westernlore
westemlore
cattle company limited tucson ariz Western
byustudies
carmack noel A A note on nauvoo theater BYU
studies no 194 100
chalfant william Y dangerous passage the santa fe trail and the mexican war norman university of oklahoma press 1994 mormon bat-

talion
clement patsy

of the nauvoo era through the eyes of warren
September October 37 42
foote MHM septemberoctober
coates lawrence G and others the mormon settlement of southeastern
45 62
idaho 1845 1900 JMH fall 4562
connors william P mormon opposition literature A historiographical cri57 masters thesis brigham young unitique and case study 1844
184457
versity 1994
versity
crampton C gregory and steven K madsen in search of the spanish
trail santa fe to los angeles 1829 1848 layton utah gibbs smith

the end

1994

delafosse peter H ed trailing the pioneers A guide to utahs emigrant
trails 1829 1869 logan utah state university press with utah crossroads oregon california trails association 1994
delegate charles nettleton strevell recalls the constitutional convention
BH 25 29
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studies

dobay clara V intellect and faith the controversy over revisionist mormon history dialogue spring 91 105
dockstader julie A the cotton mission sinking pioneer roots in red
earth pioneer 41 septemberoctober
September October 1994 16 18 31
cormons
Mor mons
driggs ken murder in georgia there Is no law in georgia for mormons
MHM septemberoctober
36
September October 28
2836
dudley L todd all but two the disaffection of ten of the original twelve
modem apostles honors project brigham young university 1994
the 1827 log courthouse was used as the lords storehouse vision 16
june 1994 8 9
pen in seasons offaitb
perrin
ellsworth S george and kathleen C penin
earth and courage
of faith
the church ofjesus
of jesus christ of latter day saints in french polynesia
pernin
perrin
penin
in
a sesquicentennial history 1843 1993 sandy utah yves R pen
1994

embry jessie L recording womens lives in covenant 205 10
esplin ronald L tragedy in the meadows MHM
MHH May
mayjune
maejune
June 28 34
fife jennifer L pioneer harmonies mormon women and music in utah
1847 1900 masters thesis utah state university 1994
finney jo ann tired sore in the wilderness A pioneer family on the
plains

13 18
december 1318
MHH July
August 24 32
fleek sherman L death of a prophet MHM
julyaugust
ordeal by handcart the handcart pioneers winter of discontent
MHM december 20 26
36 40 42
May
thomas L kane friend of the saints MHM marjune
mayjune
mayiune
June
Iune 3640
Onei dans
foster lawrence women and utopia life among the shakers oneidans
cormons
mons communities journal of cooperative living 82
Mor
and mormons
MHM

spring 1994 53 56

french laurence armand the winds of injustice american indians and
the US government new york garland 1994 Mormon
Indian relamormonindian
tions

garr arnold K and clark
oark V johnson eds regional studies in latter day
dark
saint church history missouri provo utah department of church
history and doctrine brigham young university 1994
gibbs linda jones the paris art mission bringing the refining influences
January February 1994 4 11
of art home to utah pioneer 41 januaryfebruary
gilmore mikal shot in the heart rolling stone june 16 1994 54 57
118 gary gilmore
cormons
mons and the dance MHM
godfrey audrey M mormons
MHH septemberoctober
Mor
September October
23 2527
232527

mormons
Mor
mons latter day saints who
godfrey kenneth W those other illinois cormons
41
did not reside in nauvoo MHM december 36
3641
A time a season when murder was in the air the martyrdoms
Martyr doms of
34 39
July August 3439
joseph and hyrum smith after 150 years MHM julyaugust
MHM
godfrey matthew C the beginnings of the church in asia mum
MHH sep
tember October 15 19
temberoctober
golding robyn the acquittal of a community the trial of the assassins of
MHH julyaugust
47
July August 40
joseph and hyrum smith MHM
4047
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gomez
gamez
g6mez arthur R questfor
quest for the golden circle the four corners and the
metropolitan west 19451970
1945 1970 albuquerque university of new mexcormons
mons
Mor
ico 1994 mentions mormons
graham D kurt the mormon migration to Wyo
mings big horn basin in
wyomings
1900 masters thesis brigham young university 1994
graves F charles christmas cooking pioneer culinary tradition was
shaped by time and circumstance pioneer 41 novemberdecember
November December
1994 12 15
199412
gun report the mormon experience
1994

new american 10 february 21

36

gunzenhauser karla the settlement at garden grove iowa nauvoo fall
14 44

hall shawn R romancing nevadas past ghost towns and historic sites
white pine counties reno university of
of eureka lander and woite
nevada press 1994 includes mormon towns of preston and lund
klausj
kiaus
hansen klaus
klausaJ changing perspectives on sexuality and marriage inn multiply 19 46

hardy

B

cannon lords of creation polygamy the abrahamic household

and mormon patriarchy JMH spring 119 52
May June 1994 4 7
maejune
hart john L pioneers in blue pioneer 41 mayjune
hartley william G enough water baptism an ever changing quality
MHM
September October 22 24 26 27
MHH septemberoctober
family stories handle with care digest august 7 9
mormons
cormons
Mor mons in american history MHM marchapril
March April 12 17
harvey mark W T A symbol of wilderness echo park and the american
conservation movement albuquerque university of new mexico
press 1994 mormon pioneers
hatch nathan 0 mormon and methodist popular religion in the crucible
of the free market JMH spring 24 44
hicks michael A decent kingdom notes on pioneer music pioneer 41
February 1994 20 22
January
januaryfebruary
joseph smith W W phelps and the poetic paraphrase of the
63 84
vision JMH fall 6384
hill marvin S positivism or subjectivism some reflections on a mormon
historical dilemma JMH spring 1 23
1994
hilton lynn M and hope A hilton ed ensign club history 1908
19081994
salt lake city ensign club 1994
holmes brent michael the settlement of victor snake river echoes 23
november 1994 35 36
ville iowa revealed in pages of the fronKanes
kanesville
holmes gail geo comp ganesville
tier guardian nauvoo spring 8 15
holzapfel richard N the nauvoo house A good house worthy of all
mum
MHH december 43 44
acceptation MHM
homer michael W spiritualism and mormonism some thoughts on similari
larities
ties and differences dialogue spring 171 91
10
howard richard P the evolving RLDS identity JWHAJ 2210
hughes dean and tom hughes great stories from mormon history salt
lake city deseret book 1994
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jackson richard H people and place in a harsh land the cultural geography of the great basin in natural history of the colorado plateau
hiwot
and great basin ed kimball T harper and others 125 45 niwot
university press of colorado 1994 mormon references
jacobs wilbur R on turners trail 100 years of writing western history
mormons
Mor mons
lawrence university press of kansas 1994 mentions cormons
jaeckel nancy K manti the life of a shell bark hickory grove nauvoo
fall 45 64
suffrage women
antisuffrage
bames in the weird and wooly west anti
jensen billie barnes
gender issues and woman suffrage in the west journal of the west
32 july 1993 41 51
johnson jeffery 0 change and growth the mormon church and the
1960s sunstone june 25 29
johnson mary A comp indian tribes and the utah pioneers CC 377 424
brighams
johnston jerry Brig
hams city the grand colonial experiment in northern
March April 1994 8 11
utah pioneer 41 marchapril
7 be latter day saints A
kauffman ruth and reginald wright kauffman the
mormons in the light of economic conditions urbana
study of the cormons
university of illinois press 1994
khan nusrat mormonism the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints review of religions 89 october 1994 38 44
kuta timothy J apostles to the slavs gospel messengers in bulgaria
digest august 11 31
landon michael N las colonias A little bit of utah in mexico pioneer 41
April 1994 17
March
19
marchapril
1719
peikon impediment to the settlement of
larsen wesley P navajo chief peokon
the san juan canyon legacy 22 fall
winter 1994 26 33
fallwinter
launius roger D the new social history and the new mormon history
reflections on recent trends dialogue spring 109 27
launius roger D and linda thatcher mormonism and the dynamics of
22
dissent in differing 1122
lawliss chuck the old west Source
book A travelers guide new york
sourcebook
crown trade paperbacks 1994 mormon references
lesueur stephen C the canites
danites reconsidered were they vigilantes or
cormons
Mor
mons version of the elks clubrjwhaj
just the mormons
clubjwhaj 3 5 5 11
30 32
louis laville coray worked to preserve utahs constitution BH 3032
lundahl craig R A nonscience forerunner to modem near death studies
omega journal
94
in america omegajournal
199394
and dying 28 no 1 1993
of death anddying
tournai ofdeath
63 78

lyon ted an interview with jorge luis borges conversation and commentary on art strength and religion BYU studies no 174
93
17493
madsen carol cornwall in their own words women and the story of
nauvoo salt lake city deseret book 1994
malouf beatrice B comp A century ago 1893 CC 1 44
markers placed by the daughters of utah pioneers CC 325 76
pioneer potpourri CC 233 76
mangum garth business in utahs history utah business 7 March
April
marchapril
1994 99
103
99103
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marquardt H michael and wesley P walters inventing mormonism tradition and the historical record salt lake city signature books 1994
martin jane chapman A building mission john watkins and john told
March April 1994 46 52
answering the call salt lake city 5 marchapril
matthews robert and tom merriam A bard by any other name new sci23 27 joseph smith
entist 141 january 22 1994 2327
mauss armand L the angel and the beehive the mormon struggle with
assimilation urbana university of illinois press 1994
may dean L dissent and authority in two latter day saint traditions sunstone june 16 20
three frontiers family land and society in the american west
1850 1900 new york cambridge university press 1994 mormon
references
mccormick john S utahs constitution was framed in salt lake city and
12
county building BH 8812
meadows anne digging up butch and sundance new york st martins
press 1994 mentions cormons
mormons
Mor
mons
II carol A oconnor and martha A sandweiss the oxford
milner clyde A 11
history of the american west new york oxford university press
1994
cormons in wll
Wit
helmine germany 18701914
wilhelmine
mitchell michael the mormons
1870 1914 making a place for an unwanted american religion in a changing german
society masters thesis brigham young university 1994
moeckel doug governor thomas ford and the nauvoo riots illinois his67
tory 47 april 1994 66
6667
moore R laurence selling god american religion in the marketplace of
mormons
Mor
mons
culture new york oxford university press 1994 mentions cormons
moore william haas chiefs agents and soldiers conflict on the navajo
frontier 1868 1882 albuquerque university of new mexico press
1994 mormon relations with navajo indians
tetons homesteading
Home steading in jackson
moulton candy vyvey legacy of the temons
hole boise idaho tamarack books 1994
murphy miriam B utahs unique declaration of rights BH 13 16
gail early mormon furniture this people spring 56 60
newbold gaff
odonovan rocky the abominable and detestable crime against nature
A brief history of homosexuality and mormonism 1840
1980 in
18401980
multiply 123 70
olsen emma R comp pioneer poets and poetry CC 89 136
scandinavian immigrants CC 277 324
comans exponent CC
and beatrice B malouf the womans
olsen emma
137 84
oviatt joan amazing but true mormon stories bountiful utah horizon
1994

panek tracey E search and seizure in utah recounting the antipolygamy
316 34
VHQ fall 31634
raids UHQ
parrish alan K crisis in utah higher education the consolidation contro-

versy of 1905 7 UHQ
VHQ summer 204 21
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pearce floyd

indiantown
Indiantown the mormon settlement in cass county iowa
nauvoo spring 16 24
peavy linda and ursula smith women in waiting in the westward movement life on the home frontier norman university of oklahoma
press 1994
penley kaija hannele leadership of mormon missionary efforts in finland
and its influence on conversion rates in the finnish mission 1947
1969 masters thesis utah state university 1994
pepper choral brighams
Brig hams bonanza treasure legends of the west salt
December 1994 3741
37 41
novemberdecember
lake city 5 November
petersen wanda snow comp and ed pioneer stories of american fork
the hub of north utah county american fork utah by the author
E

1994

poll richard D and william P mackinnon causes of the utah war reconsi
44
sidered JMH fall 16
1644
powell allan kent ed utah history encyclopedia salt lake city university
of utah press 1994
price pamela israel and mahala rogers served the church in a time of
great need vision 15 february 1994 12 14
price richard and pamela price joseph smith fought polygamy brigham
young the father of mormon polygamy vision 18 december 1994
11

1330
joseph smith fought polygamy church missionaries convert the

Cochranites
cochranites vision 17 september 1994 9 11 22 23
ism and the origin of
joseph smith fought polygamy cochranism
Cochran
polygamy vision 16 june 1994 10 13
ism the origin of utah
joseph smith fought polygamy cochranism
Cochran
8 11 including the cochran
polygamy vision 15 february 1994 811
delusion by G T ridlon sr
proctor scot facer remembering the martyrdom this people summer
40 44

quinn

D michael

churche campaign against the equal rights
the LDS churchs

amendment JMH fall 85 155
origins
gins
the mormon hierarchy orf
ori
sins of power salt lake city signature
books 1994
reeve W paul A little oasis in the desert community building in hurricane utah 1860
18601920
1920 UHQ summer 222 45
rendell kenneth W forging history the detection of fake letters and
documents norman university of oklahoma press 1994
reps john W cities of the mississippi nineteenth
nineteen th century images of
urban development columbia university of missouri press 1994
rex joyce A mormon missionaries and members in early oklahoma oklahoma genealogical society quarterly 38 no 3 1993 93 94
rolph daniel N to shoot burn and hang folk history from a kentucky
tucky mountain family and community knoxville university of
tennessee press 1994
romig ronald E the lamanite mission JWHAJ 24 33
7
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did joseph look like possible
romig ronald E and lachlan mackay what didjoseph
early photographic image of joseph smith jr studied saints herald
141 december 1994 810
8 10 12
sadler richard W and richard C roberts the weber river basin grass
roots democracy and water development logan utah state university press 1994

sanders sandy M in 1846 during the war with mexico was president
cormons a military or political
polks
folks decision to employ a battalion of mormons
decision masters thesis US army command and general staff college 1994
beginnings of the paper industry in
saunders richard rags rags rags
the salt lake valley 1849 58 UHQ winter 42 52
schleichert elizabeth the object at hand A sunlike visage carved in stone
still bears witness to a tale of mormon hope and mormon tragedy
smithsonian 25 august 1994 14 17
shepard william and james hajicek smith family testimony burlington
wis by the authors 1994 booklet
shipps jan cheryll L may and dean L may sugar house ward A latter
day saint congregation in american congregations volume 1 portraits of twelve religious communities ed james P wind and james
W lewis 293 348 chicago university of chicago press 1994
simmons john K and brian wilson competing visions of paradise the
california experience of 19th century american sectarianism santa
mormons
Mor mons
barbara calif fithian press 1993 chapter on cormons
smart donna T over the rim to red rock country the parley P pratt
VHQ spring 171 90
exploring company of 1849 UHQ
smith george D nauvoo roots of mormon polygamy 1841 46 A preliminary demographic report dialogue spring 1 72
smith joe the kingdom that suffered violence zions advocate 71 february 1994 1924
19 24
snow edgar C jr one face of the hero in search of the mythological
233 47
joseph smith dialogue fall 23347
sorensen victor the wasters
basters and destroyers community sponsored
predator control in early utah territory VHQ
UHQ winter 26 411
stanton bette larsen historic structures in moab through four genera11
tions canyon legacy 21 summer 1994 2211
taylor samuel W the gourmet john taylor sunstone december 12 13
tensions between saints and gentiles nauvoo illinois nauvoo spring
26 40
thatcher linda well done thou good and faithful servants cache
county and statehood BH 18 24
Dutch town utahs lost gertilby wilma B N jakob brands register of dutchtown
man mining colony UHQ winter 53 70
topping gary personality and motivation in utah historiography dialogue spring 73
89
7389

townley john M the overland stage A history and guidebook reno
nev
jamison station press great basin studies center 1994 mornevjamison
mon references
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townsend johnny gay mormon history ND no 829 30
van house george R that promontory myth utahs golden spike site of
1869 Is often misidentified trains magazine 54 may 1994 40
43
4043
van orden bruce A serving the international church building temples Is
one of the great symbols of the churche
churchs international growth and
permanency MHM May
mayjune
maejune
June 8 12
van wagenen lola sister wives and suffragists polygamy and the politics
of woman suffrage 1870 1896 phd diss new york university
1994

unity victory discord the struggle to achieve woman suffrage
BH 2 8

vogel dan

the locations

ogue fall
wade alton L

of joseph smiths early treasure quests

dial-

197 231
BYU

hawaii A promise in the pacific

BYM

february

34 3949
39 49
5949

walker ronald W A gauge of the times ensign peak in the twentieth century UHQ winter 4 25
walsh margaret new horizons for the american west history today 44
march 1994 44 50 mormon early communal approach
ward william R crossing the plains the edward hunter company 1847
27
genealogical aljournal
journal
genealogicaljournal
Genealogic
1827
tournai 22 no 1 1994 18
crossing the plains the jedediah M grant company 1847
aljournal
genealogical
journal
genealogicaljournal
Genealogic
tournai 22 no 2 1994 30 38
welch john W was there a library in harmony pennsylvania insights
no 922
white jean bickmore prelude to statehood coming together in the
1890s UHQ fall 300 15
white marilyn curtis keetley utah the birth and death of a small town
60
UHQ summer 246
24660
samoans
Sa
fjones 19 no 1 janu
moans motherjones
jones
winchester simon saving the sammans
mother
Mothe rjones
ary
February 1994 13
aryfebruary
worster donald an unsettled country changing landscapes of the american west albuquerque university of new mexico press 1994 brief

mormon references
wright robert our cheating hearts devotion and betrayal marriage and
divorce how evolution shaped human love time august 15 1994
mormons
44 52 nineteenth century cormons
Mor
mons

inspiration
cormons or mormonism
inspirational stories about mormons
ailred
allred
anred michael W Is there life before sixteen on your mark get ready
aured
get set date in serving 1 13
asay carlos E giving sharing and remembering in christmas 4446
44 46
the road to somewhere A guide for young men and women salt
lake city bookcraft 1994
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149 67
two boys close in age in miracle 14967
She diene
bartholomew sherlene
riene hall silent nights this people holiday
berg art E avoiding the apple syndrome in serving 24 31

269

ball deanna

52 54

feeling great every day in serving 32 41
buckner david L many are called but who Is chosen in serving 53 61
burton H david A good use for fifty dollars in christmas 79 80
68 conbush douglas E how can 1I keep from singing digest may 60
6068
densed from an address given at the workshop on church music
august 4 1992 brigham young university provo utah
bytheway john thirty days thats all we ask in serving 62 69
20
caldwell C max lines of christmas in christmas 19
1920
cannon elaine sunshine salt lake city bookcraft 1994
choules albert jr christmas lessons in christmas 53 55
64
christensenjoej
christensen joe J resolutions inds
in DS 53
5364
ands
christianson jack R be strong and of good courage salt lake city
bookcraft 1994
cline vivian how to TABB
ulate your own success think act believe
tabbulate
and become in serving 70 79
conder D craig and marjorie draper conder when you cant really fix
it the courage to listen and love in covenant 145 54
condie spencer J some little lessons from christmas in christmas
bills diane

130 33

curtis legrand R christmas in the mission home in christmas 47 48
de ruyter kitty As I1 have loved you american fork utah covenant
communications 1994
doxey graham W what do you mean no room in christmas 123 25
dunn loren C the least of these my children in christmas 21 24
dunn troy they can really be mean are you they in serving 80 84
durrant george D look at the sky salt lake city bookcraft 1994
egan sue blessed are the peacemakers
Peacemakers in serving 85
93
8593
ellison mark to temple bound teens survive the search for that someone in serving 94 103
vaughna
featherstone vaughnj
vaughn
Vaugh
nJJ christmas A time of hope in christmas 126 29
gelter donna when I1 have grown a foot or two digest june 56 57
george lloyd P lessons of true sharing in christmas 71 73
glenn jamie walk tall youre a daughter of god salt lake city deseret
Book
1994
book1994
grasoli
grassli
Grassli michaelene dean packer and steve woodhead dad youre the
best salt lake city bookcraft 1994 booklet
john H the gift of service in christmas 9 12
groberg
grobergjohn
gunnell kim novas fathers eyes in serving 104 10
hales janette C building an environment of trust in DS 185 94

hall stephen jason spiritual hands in serving 111 19
hansen suzanne if you believe you can you can in serving 120 29
comans look at perfection salt lake
harrison beppie A day at a time A womans
city bookcraft 1994
hillam harold G christmas riches during lean years in christmas
61
58
5861
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coming from the light powerful tender accounts of
hinze sarah comp comingfrom
Spring ville utah cedar fort 1994
life before life springville
huhem mitchell B its prom night whats more important the dance or
spiritual time in serving 130 37
hunter howard W that we might have joy salt lake city deseret book
1994
jack elaine L

never take no cutoffs or you have nothing to fear from
the journey inds
in DS 37 44
ands
we are family in families 21 28
james steve getting along with your forever family in serving 146 54
jensen kathy chambers all in the lords time in miracle 122 35
malcohn S the gift of life in christmas 117 18
jeppsen malcolm
johnson lucile mothers your best Is good enough american fork utah
covenant communications 1994
jolley
jeanna if youre willing 1I could use you in miracle 42 57
jolleyjeanna
kikuchi yoshihiko temple blessings for christmas in christmas 30 31
kirkham kate L we being many are one in DS 139 47
larsen ginger and chuck larsen A time for growth in miracle 74 88
lavange don and dorise lavange A different kind of sweetheart in mir48
acle 139
13948

lee janet G letting the light of christ shine through Us in DS 65 68
visualizing our success inds
in DS 9 12
ands
lee rex E overcoming ingratitude in DS 69 74
paul and alma and harold B lee what prophets and common sense
can teach Us about learning from our mistakes in DS 13
17
1317
1517
lichfield sterling and sandi lichfield unto one of the least of these in
miracle 28 39
macarthur james D charity in the community of saints in DS 149 57
mackay kris the ultimate love true stories of faith and courage salt
lake city bookcraft 1994
madsen carol cornwall in the covenant of grace in covenant 4415
15
68
mccullough natalie curtis miss titled in covenant 163
16368
merrell V dallas our christmas lamb in christmas 13 14
nack william defying the odds sports illustrated march 21 1994
38 42 recovery after a priesthood blessing
nelson gary R are we not all beggars in serving 163 71
okazaki chieko N shared motherhood salt lake city bookcraft 1994
booklet
olsen lisa heckmann you cant reap unless you sow preparing now for
the harvest of a mission in serving 172 84
paramore james M A far greater gift in christmas 36
peart debbie buried treasures women march 4 6
perkins luisa M legacy of sef-a celebration of motherhood orem utah
keepsake paperbacks 1994 booklet
perry L tom christmas giving and receiving in christmas 6 8
pinegar rex D the truth about christmas in christmas 103
10344
poduska bernard 0900 hours digest february 76 78
porter L aldin sacrificing to share in christmas 101 2
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bonnon bibliography
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quigley alicia it would take a miracle in miracle 60 72
richardson holly with god nothing Is impossible in miracle 104 19
richardson matt get A clue in serving 205 16
rogers sandra stones serpents swords seeds and tears inds
in DS 177 83
ands
stones swords seeds and tears BYM november 30 35
shumway sam andtraci
and traci shumway our fathers will in miracle 91 101
siddoway richard M mom and other great women ive known stories
of laughter and love salt lake city bookcraft 1994
simmons scott come unto me in serving 217 25
smith kathryn S spiritual deterioration flies in our eyes in serving
226
35
22635
smith marcus L celebrating our feet digest july 5 8
thayne emma lou you tell me your dreams and ill tell you mine bridging the gap in covenant 171 76
thomas A david frog kissin lifting the hands that hang down and
strengthening the feeble knees in serving 236 43
thomas paula he heard me verifying that god hears our prayers in
serving 244 50
walker joseph just keep A goin pioneer 41 May
mayjune
maejune
June 1994 30
wells robert E christmas blessings in christmas 93 94
wilcox brad filling your testimony tank in serving 262 69
juile lilies of the field in miracle 8 25
julle
julie
wilsonjulie
wilson
wirthlin joseph B silent night holy night in christmas 90 92
wright randal A to know joseph and to follow his example in serving
78
270
27078
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